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Just over two years ago, the United States Supreme Court, in
McKennon v. Nashville Banner Publishing Co., 513 U.S. 352, 115
S. Ct. 879, 130 L. Ed. 2d 852 (1995), rendered a decision involv-
ing a controversial and increasingly popular defense, the after-
acquired evidence doctrine. Under this doctrine, many federal and
state courts had dismissed employment-related lawsuits based
upon an employee’s wrongful conduct, discovered post-termina-
tion, which would have resulted in discharge (or refusal to hire) had
it been discovered earlier. In McKennon, for example, the Sixth Cir-
cuit had barred plaintiff’s ADEA lawsuit because, during litigation,
the company discovered that plaintiff had copied and removed con-
fidential documents relating to the company’s financial condition
while she was still employed.

While the Supreme Court’s decision reversed the Sixth Cir-
cuit’s ruling and announced a general rule for future cases, the deci-
sion is more limited and flexible than some courts and commen-
tators have described it. The Court framed the issue as follows:
“Whether all relief must be denied when an employee has been dis-
charged in violation of the ADEA and the employer later discov-
ers conduct that would have led to discharge if it had been dis-
covered earlier.” 130 L. Ed. 2d at 859. The case did not address
pre-employment misrepresentations,i.e., resume or application
fraud, or non-ADEA claims. In fact, the rationale for refusing to
bar all relief in McKennon was directly related to the public pol-
icy considerations underlying employment discrimination laws. The
Court explained that the “private litigant who seeks redress for his
or her injuries vindicates both the deterrence and compensation
objectives of the ADEA.” 130 L. Ed. 2d at 861. Barring relief “in
every instance” would not be consistent with the deterrence pur-
pose of civil rights laws. However, the Court recognized the
employer’s “legitimate concerns” and concluded that the employee’s
wrongdoing is relevant in determining the appropriate remedy.

The Court held that as a “general rule,” if the employer estab-
lishes the prerequisites of the after-acquired evidence rule — that
the wrongdoing was of such severity that the employee would not
have been hired, or immediately terminated, if the employer had
been aware of the information — neither reinstatement nor front
pay is an appropriate remedy. With respect to back pay, the
Supreme Court stated that “[t]he beginning point in the trial

court’s formulation of a remedy should be calculation of back pay
from the date of the unlawful discharge to the date the new infor-
mation was discovered.” 130 L. Ed 2d at 864. However, the Court
cautioned that the “factual permutations and equitable considera-
tions they raise” will vary from case to case and that in fashion-
ing the award, the court can consider “extraordinary equitable cir-
cumstances that affect the legitimate interests of either party.” 130
L. Ed 2d at 863.

This article surveys how different forums have evaluated
after-acquired evidence in light of McKennon. We also analyze var-
ious issues presented, and left open, by McKennon, and the con-
tinuing evolution of the after-acquired evidence doctrine.

McKENNON’S APPLICATION IN DIFFERENT
FORUMS

A. Overview
A Lexis computer search of state courts, federal courts, the

NLRB and administrative agencies yielded approximately 200 cases
which cited McKennon. The vast majority of the cases were,
unfortunately, devoid of significant analysis. Many decisions
either: (1) cited McKennonfor its general rule; (2) held that the
employer had not established the prerequisites of the after-acquired
evidence doctrine; or (3) deferred the issue of relief to a later time
or the jury.

B. Michigan
1. Prior Approach. Prior to McKennon, the after-acquired

evidence doctrine had been successfully utilized, at the trial court
level, to obtain dismissal of employment-related lawsuits includ-
ing those alleging employment discrimination. In Bradley v. Philip
Morris, Inc., 194 Mich. App. 44,affirmed after remand,444
Mich. 634 (1994), the Michigan Court of Appeals sanctioned the
admission of after-acquired evidence, but did not address the
implications of such evidence.

2. Civil Rights Claims. In Wright v. Restaurant Concept
Management, Inc., 210 Mich. App. 105 (1995), the Court of
Appeals adopted the McKennonapproach in a race discrimination
case under Michigan’s Elliott-Larsen Civil Rights Act, MCL
37.2101 et seq.The plaintiff had lied about his criminal record on
his employment application and the employer established that it
would not have hired the plaintiff had it known of his prior con-
viction for felonious assault. Unlike McKennon, this involved
pre-employment misconduct. The Court of Appeals quoted exten-
sively from McKennon, and, while reiterating McKennon’sadmo-
nition that the appropriate relief depended upon the “factual per-
mutations and the equitable considerations” of each case, endorsed
McKennon’sremedial approach. In short, as a general rule, all relief
should not be barred because “[a]n employer should not be abso-
lutely insulated from liability for violations of state civil rights laws
because of fortuitous discovery, after the employee’s termination,
of employee wrongdoing sufficient to have caused his termination.”
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210 Mich. App. at 110. However, future damages and reinstatement
should not be available and back pay should be cut off as of the
date the information is discovered.

In Horn v. Michigan Dept of Corrections, 216 Mich. App. 58
(1996),the Court of Appeals reiterated this approach. The trial court
dismissed plaintiff ’s claims after the employer presented after-
acquired evidence that plaintiff, a corrections officer, had partic-
ipated in a romantic relationship with an inmate. The Court of
Appeals ruled, under McKennonand Wright, that reinstatement and
front pay were appropriately denied but that the court should not
have granted summary disposition with respect to plaintiff ’s back
pay claim.

In Hayes v. Metro-Detroit Pizza, unpublished Michigan Court
of Appeals Opinion No. 180177 (September 13,1996),the Court
of Appeals applied the McKennonstandard to pre-employment mis-
representations. The Court rejected the trial court’s dismissal of a
sexual harassment claim based upon after-acquired evidence. The
discovery that plaintiff had been terminated from another institu-
tion for mishandling funds should have limited relief rather than
barred the claim.

3. Non-Civil Rights Claims.The Michigan appellate courts
have not conclusively explained whether the McKennonapproach
applies to non-civil r ights claims, including tort and contract
actions alleging wrongful discharge. Prior to McKennon, in a fed-
eral case interpreting Michigan law, Bazzi v. Western & Southern
Ins, 60 F.E.P. Cases 780 (BNA) (E.D. MI, 1992),rev’d without op.,
25 F.3d 1047 (6th Cir. 1994),Judge Cohn refused to dismiss an
Elliott-Larsen discrimination claim while granting summary judg-
ment on plaintiff ’s breach of contract claim based upon after-
acquired evidence. In Wright, supra, the court distinguished
Bradley, supra, because it was a wrongful discharge claim rather
than an Elliott-Larsen action,but did not explain whether McKen-
nonwould apply to such a claim. Additionally, in Ternes v. Schlum-
berger Technologies,Inc., Michigan Court of Appeals Opinion No.
166415 (September 15,1995),in dicta, the Court indicated that
McKennonwould notapply to common law tort or contract claims
alleging wrongful discharge because the public policy concerns of
deterring societal discrimination would not be implicated in such
claims. Therefore, there is some appellate support, albeit thin,for
the dismissal of non-civil r ights claims based upon the after-
acquired evidence doctrine.

C. Federal
1. Generally. Despite the Supreme Court’s cautioning

instruction that the “f actual permutations and the equitable con-
siderations they raise will vary from case to case,” the United States
Courts of Appeal and District Courts’ response to the after-
acquired evidence defense following McKennonhas been remark-
ably uniform,unimaginative, and uninformative. The “general rule”
and “beginning point”have become the absolute rule and ending
point. There have been over one hundred published federal deci-
sions involving the application of after-acquired evidence doctrine
in civil rights cases since McKennon, and the authors have not been
able to locate one case where the Court varied from the general rule
regarding the remedy. In short, where the prerequisites of the after-
acquired evidence rule have been met,the plaintiffs have been
denied front pay and reinstatement and the calculation of back pay
has ended as of the day the wrongdoing was discovered.



Therefore, federal court cases have not given practitioners a
hint as to what type of equitable considerations would result in more
complete relief for plaintiffs. Likewise, it is unknown what factors,
if any, might restrict the remedy further than the general rule.

Some federal courts have rejected the argument that McKen-
non leaves open the possibility of dismissal and no back pay
award based upon after-acquired evidence. SeePion v. Liberty Diary
Co., 1995 U.S. Dist. Lexis 8774 (W.D. Mich. 1995) (“[t]he Court
does not read McKennonas suggesting that in some cases where
discrimination is shown all relief may be barred”); Armstrong v.
United Airlines,Inc., 883 F. Supp. 1172,1179,fn. 9 (N.D. Ill. 1995)
(“the Supreme Court recently held in McKennon[citations omit-
ted], that after-acquired evidence cannot be used by an employer
to bar all relief”).

However, at least one federal court has recognized that
McKennon“does not compel the award of back pay to a success-
ful Title VII complainant.” Reid v. Kraft General Foods,Inc., 1995
U.S. Dist. Lexis 5595; 67 F.E.P. Cases (BNA) 1367 (E.D. Penn.
1995). While this Court stated that “extraordinary equitable cir-
cumstances”could result in the denial of any remedy, it did not
explain what those circumstances might be.

2. Application To Other Issues,Claims And Relief. The
employer’s burden of proof in establishing this defense has also not
received significant attention. However, in O’Day v. McDonnell
Douglas, 79 F.3d 756 (9th Cir. 1996),the Ninth Circuit borrowed
from the Supreme Court’s decision in Price Waterhouse v. Hop-
kins, 490 U.S. 228 (1989),and held that an employer can avoid back
pay and other remedies by establishing by “the preponderance of
the evidence”that it would have fired the employee had it known
of the misconduct during employment. The dissent had argued
instead for a “clear and convincing” standard.

Not surprisingly, federal courts have interpreted McKennonto
apply to other civil r ights actions and to pre-employment conduct
such as resume fraud. See, e.g., Thurman v. Yellow Freight Systems,
Inc., 90 F.3d 1160,1167-68 (6th Cir. 1996) (applies McKennonto
Title VII case involving resume fraud); Wehr v. Ryan’s Steak
House, Inc., 49 F.3d 1150,1153 (6th Cir. 1995).

We located only one federal case which discussed McKennon’s
application to compensatory (emotional distress,etc.) and punitive
damages. In Russell v. Microdyne Corp., 65 F.3d 1229,1241 (4th
Cir. 1995),the Fourth Circuit assumed, without fully analyzing the
issue, that the plaintiff would be eligible for compensatory and puni-
tive damages resulting from conduct that occurred prior to the dis-
covery of the employee’s wrongdoing. Except in an unusual case,
such as potentially a failure-to-promote claim where the employer’s
alleged wrongful conduct is of a continuing nature rather than a sin-
gle event,the approach in Russellwould almost always result in
complete compensatory and punitive damages even in the face of
after-acquired evidence.

In Vichare v. Ambac, Inc., 1996 U.S. App. Lexis 32763; 72
F.E.P. Cases (BNA) 1008 (2d Cir. 1996),the Second Circuit exam-
ined whether McKennonshould be used as an evidentiary rule. The
plaintiff argued that the policy underlying McKennonshould pre-
clude the defendant from impeaching his credibility with after-
acquired evidence. The Court held instead that McKennondid not
establish a rule on admissibility. Further, as a matter of public pol-
icy, the plaintiff ’s approach would mislead the jury and “inaccurate
enforcement of anti-discrimination laws does not advance the fed-
eral policy against discrimination in the workplace.” 1996 U.S. App.
Lexis at *29.

D. EEOC

On December 14,1995,the EEOC issued the “EEOC Guid-
ance on After-Acquired Evidence,” EEOC Notice No. 915.002,for
investigators processing charges. With respect to back pay and rein-
statement,the EEOC adopts McKennon’sgeneral rule. However,
it adds that an employer’s retaliation is one example of the
“extraordinary equitable circumstances”that may warrant additional
relief. Further, it is the EEOC’s position that “[n]othing in McKen-
non suggests that compensatory damages for emotional harm
should be time limited”by after-acquired evidence and that “no
legitimate business prerogatives are served by exonerating a
proven discriminator from paying the full cost of the emotional dam-
age caused by the discrimination.” Id. at p. 3. Likewise, according
to the EEOC,after-acquired evidence should not impact upon the
award of punitive damages.

E. Other States

1. Civil Rights Claims. In addition to Michigan, the fol-
lowing states have either expressly adopted, or cited with approval,
the McKennonapproach to after-acquired evidence with respect to
their state anti-discrimination laws:Iowa (Walters v. United States
Gypsum Co.,537 N.W. 2d 708; 1995 Iowa Sup. Lexis 197 (S. Ct.
Iowa)); Kentucky (Toyota Manufacturing U.S.A.,Inc. v. Epperson,
1996 Ky. Lexis 120 (Kentucky S. Ct. 1996) (strong dissent argu-
ing against application of McKennon); Massachusetts (City of
Boston v. Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination, 39
Mass. App. Ct. 234; 654 N.E.2d 944; 1995 Mass. App. Lexis 765
(Mass. App. Ct. 1995)); New Hampshire (Appeal of New Hamp-
shire Dep’t of Employment Security, 140 N.H. 703; 672 A.2d 697;
1996 N.H. Lexis 23 (N.H. 1996)); West Virginia (Barlow v. Hes-
ter Industries,Inc., 1996 W. Va. Lexis 186 (W. Va. 1996)); Texas
(Montiel v. Trico Technologies,Corp., 1996 Tex. App. Lexis 5220
(Tex. Ct. App. 1996)); New York (McCarthy v. Pall Corp., 214 A.D.
2d 705; 625 N.W.S. 2d 295; 1995 N.Y. App. Div. Lexis 4518 (N.Y.
1995)); Minnesota (Bichel v. State of Minnesota, 1995 Minn.
App. Lexis 955 (Minn. Ct. App. 1995)); and Alabama (Beaulien
v. Kilgore, 688 So. 2d 288; 1996 Ala. Civ. App. Lexis 362 (Ala.
Ct. App. 1996)). Additionally, it is presumed that states which have
endorsed McKennonin non-discrimination cases would follow suit
in civil r ights claims. Seediscussion supra.

One interesting California decision analyzed marital dis-
crimination and violation of public policy claims in light of
McKennon, but concluded that the equities required dismissal of
plaintiffs’ claims. In Camp v. Jeffer, Margels,Butler & Marmaro,
35 Cal. App. 4th 620; 1995 Cal. App. Lexis 497 (Cal. Ct. App.
1995),the plaintiffs indicated on their job applications that they had
notbeen convicted of a felony. The company was a contractor for
the Resolution Trust Company (RTC),an agency of the federal gov-
ernment,and was required to certify that none of its employees had
felony convictions. After terminating plaintiffs’ employment,the
company learned, during discovery, that plaintiffs, a husband and
wife, had been convicted of criminal fraud, a felony, and had served
additional prison time for violating probation.

The Court thoroughly analyzed McKennonand recognized that
the claims presented by plaintiffs were similar to McKennonin that
they alleged a violation of statutory law. However, the court deter-
mined that the “nature of the [plaintiffs’] misrepresentations and
their potential detrimental impact on [the employer] distinguish this
case from prior decisions.” 35 Cal. App. 4th at 635. The Court inter-
preted McKennonas calling for the balancing of equities:
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However, the equities compel a different result where an
employee who is disqualified from employment by govern-
ment-imposed requirements nevertheless obtains a job by
misrepresenting the pertinent qualifications. In such a situa-
tion, the employee should have no recourse for an alleged
wrongful termination of employment. 

* * *
In this case, we are satisfied that the Camps’misrepresenta-
tions about their felony convictions relate directly to their
wrongful termination claims. Since the Camps were not law-
fully qualified for their jobs,they cannot be heard to complain
that they improperly lost them. 

2. Non-Civil Rights Claims

a. McKennonapplied. The rationale underlying McKen-
non is that the societal goal of deterring discrimination
militates against barring an individual’s claim based
upon his wrongdoing. The same considerations do not
appear to be applicable, at least not to the same degree,
to common law claims,such as breach of contract. Yet
some state courts,without much analysis,have utilized
the McKennonapproach with respect to common law
claims.

Chabot v. City of Waterbury, 1996 Conn. Super. Lexis
828 (Conn. Super. Ct. 1996) (unpublished):applies
McKennonto breach of contract case.

Bichel v. State of Minnesota, 1995 Minn. App. Lexis
955 (unpublished) (Minn. Ct. App. 1995):McKennon
applicable to breach of contract,promissory estoppel,
defamation, assault and battery, and whistleblowing
claims,as well as sex discrimination claim.

Southern Medical Health Systems,Inc. v. Vaughn,
669 So. 2d 98,101; 1995 Ala. Lexis 275 (1995):
concurring opinion supports adoption of McKennonin
breach of contract cases.

b. McKennonRejected /1

Gassman v. The Evangelical Lutheran Good Samar-
itan Society, Inc., 22 Kan. App. 2d 632; 921 P.2d 224
(Kan. Ct. App. 1996):dismissal based upon after-
acquired evidence warranted in breach of contract case:

“...unlike the policies underlying anti-discrimination
statutes,in ordinary breach of employment actions,
there is no overriding governmental interest in pre-
venting breaches to limit the applicability of the after-
acquired evidence doctrine. Therefore, we find the lim-
its placed on the after-acquired evidence doctrine
disseminated in McKennonare not applicable to the
case at bar and hold that this employee is not entitled
to any relief if the employer can establish after-
acquired evidence sufficient for termination.”

F. The NLRB
Years before McKennon, the NLRB applied the rule in unlaw-

ful discharge cases. For example, in John Cuneo,Inc., 298 NLRB
No. 125 (1996),the Board denied reinstatement and cut off back
pay at the time the employer discovered that the employee had delib-
erately misrepresented his employment status on his job applica-

tion. The NLRB has cited McKennononce and, not surprisingly,
confirmed its commitment to its prior rule. Cook Family Foods,
Inc.,1996 NLRB Lexis 404 (1996) (“[a]fter-acquired evidence of
a non-discriminatory reason for discharge preterminates back pay
and eliminates reinstatement as a remedy”).

G. Public Employees

In Mrvichin v. Los Angeles Community College District, 19
PERC (LRP) P26,069; 1995 PERC (LRP) Lexis 25 (1995),the Cal-
ifornia Public Employment Relations Board cited McKennonfor
the proposition that after-acquired evidence could not be used to
bar all relief. See also,Horn v. Michigan Dept. of Corrections, dis-
cussedsupra.

ISSUES

Despite the somewhat indiscriminate application of McKen-
nonby courts,agencies,and arbitrators,valid questions remain as
to universality. As discussed, McKennon’sactual holding is quite
narrow - i.e., addressing misconduct committed during employment
while enforcing a national policy to prohibit age discrimination.
Let’s look at the logic of McKennon, and evaluate its applicabil-
ity in other contexts. In McKennon, a properly-hired and fully capa-
ble employee committed misconduct which, if known to the
employer, would have resulted in her immediate discharge. The sub-
sequent termination was alleged to be the result of age discrimi-
nation. Two wrongs not making a right, the Court reasoned that both
transgressors could be punished. The employee loses her job, the
employer pays back pay from the time of termination until the dis-
covery of the misconduct. Both parties get what they ostensibly
deserve. So far, perhaps,so good. Logically, the Court’s decision
certainly is defensible. But how applicable is it to other situations?

A. Resume Fraud

Let us assume Employee X does not commit on-the-job mis-
conduct,but rather obtains his job by means of resume fraud. He
does not have a claimed college degree, or does not have the
required commercial driver’s license. In other words,Employee X
would nothave been hired but for lying on his job application.

The classic hypothetical was raised in the seminal Summers
v State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Co., 864 F.2d 700 (10th
Cir. 1988). In Summers, the employee sued his former employer,
asserting that his discharge was unlawfully motivated by his age
and religion. Nearly four years after the termination, State Farm,
while preparing for trial, discovered over 150 instances where Sum-
mers had falsified records. Summary judgment was granted to State
Farm. The Tenth Circuit reasoned:

To argue as Summers does,that this after-acquired evidence
should be ignored, is utterly unrealistic. The present case is
akin to the hypothetical wherein a company doctor is fired
because of his age, race, religion, and sex and the company,
in defending a civil r ights action,thereafter discovers that the
discharged employee was not a “doctor.” In our view, the mas-
querading doctor would be entitled to no relief, and Summers
is in no better position. (At 708.)

Should McKennonbe applied? Should an employer be liable
for back pay for any period of time to an imposter? Can’t the law
distinguish between misconduct occurring during employment ver-
sus obtaining a job under false pretenses? Perhaps some “resume
fraud”can be tolerated, as where an employee has unintentionally
omitted certain data, and the employer has given only a cursory
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review to the tainted application. But where an employee is not what
he claims to be, and is daily living a lie at the workplace, is it social
justice to award him back pay until his lie is finally surfaced?

In Wehr, supra, the Sixth Circuit, on the basis of McKennon,
swept resume fraud into the same category as on-the-job miscon-
duct,reversing its earlier opinion in Johnson v. Honeywell Infor-
mation, Inc., 955 F.2d 409 (6th Cir. 1992). Yet,a later Sixth Cir-
cuit panel in Moos v. Square D Company, 72 F.3d 39 (6th Cir. 1995),
felt compelled to observe that McKennon“[i]n no way undermines
the validity of this Circuit’s policy of condemning resume fraud.”
At 43 fn. 3. 

B. Post-Discharge Misconduct
Acts committed by an employee following termination are

denominated as “after-acquired evidence,” Carr v. Woodbury
County, 905 F. Supp. 619,620 (N.D. Ia. 1995),and generally are
inadmissible for any purpose. See, e.g., Ryder v Westinghouse Elec-
tric Corp., 879 F. Supp. 534 (W.D. Pa. 1995). Relying upon
McKennon, the Court in Medlock v. Johnson and Johnson Com-
panies, 1996 U.S. Dist. Lexis 18275,at *11 (D. Kan 1996),held
that an employer can proffer after-acquired evidence “only in the
event the wrongdoing occurr[ed] before the employee’s termina-
tion.”

Does this make sense? Suppose Employee X stews over his
discharge for a few months,then attacks his former supervisor. In
a subsequent wrongful discharge suit, shouldn’t the former
employer be able to offer the evidence at leastto prevent the pos-
sibility of reinstatement?

The prejudice against the admissibility of post-discharge mis-
conduct is perhaps best illustrated in Sigmon v Parker Chapin Flat-
tau & Kimpl, 901 F. Supp. 667 (S.D. N.Y. 1995). There, after tak-
ing a maternity leave, a law firm associate was terminated. After
termination, plaintiff, like other terminated employees,was pro-
vided an office by the firm with which to conduct a job search.
While ensconced in her assigned office, she noticed a file with her
name on it. She opened the file, which contained the firm’s pro-
fessional evaluations of her. She copied the documents. Defend-
ing her Title VII suit, the firm asserted that plaintiff ’s misappro-
priation, copying, and retention of the documents should at least
go to the issue of damages. Rejecting this,the court held:

The McKennondecision is premised on the employee’s mis-
conduct occurring during her employment. Because, in this
case, plaintiff ’s alleged misconduct occurred after her termi-
nation, McKennondoes not govern.

* * *
In the instant situation,defendant and plaintiff were not in an
employer-employee relationship at the time of the alleged inci-
dent. Therefore any complaint defendant has against plaintiff
for her post-employment conduct falls outside of the McKen-
nonrule, and outside of Title VII. /2 At 682-683.

Could Sigmonbe closer, factually, to McKennon? Is there really
a difference between stealing company documents immediately
prior to termination, versus immediately after termination? Does
our societal interest in proscribing unlawful discrimination differ
on so fine a distinction?

1. Labor Arbitr ators. Not unlike their judicial brethren,
labor arbitrators are axiom-prone, and more likely than not to avoid
breaking new ground. Given the current trend in investing arbitrators
with ever-more jurisdictional responsibilities,that mind-set may

need to change. See, Austin v. Owens-Brockway Glass Container,
Inc., 78 F.3d 875 (4th Cir. 1996),cert den,117 S. Ct. 432 (Nov.
12,1996).

Presently, arbitrators are quite comfortable barring after-
acquired evidence, especially that of post-discharge misconduct.
See, Elkouri & Elkouri: How Arbitration Works, 675-677 (4th Ed.
1985); Fairweather’s Practice and Procedure in Labor Arbitration.
259-62 (3d Ed. 1991). Notably, in United Paperworkers Int’l
Union v. Misco, 484 U.S. 29 (1987),the Supreme Court upheld an
arbitrator’s decision to exclude from arbitration after-acquired
evidence of employee on-the-job misconduct.

Arbitrator Dennis Nolan addressed these issues in Atlantic
Southeast Airlines,Inc., 101 L.A. 515,524 (1993). In analyzing
whether a post-discharge positive drug test of the grievant should
be received into evidence, the arbitrator stated:

Arbitrators used to cite a firm rule that an employee’s post-
discharge conduct was irrelevant to a discharge case. One part
of that “rule,” that an employer’s discharge decision must stand
or fall on what it knew at the time of the discharge, retains some
force today. The other part, that post-discharge conduct is irrel-
evant to the appropriate remedy for a wrongful discharge, was
never true. As George Nicolau pointed out in a thorough
paper on the subject [“The Arbitrator’s Remedial Powers,” 43
Proceedings of the National Academy of Arbitrators 73
(1991)],arbitrators have always accepted evidence about an
employee’s post-discharge activities when calculating the
amount of back pay due. They have almost always considered
evidence about claimed recovery from a disabling illness
such as alcoholism when deciding whether reinstatement
was warranted.

If favorable post-discharge conduct is admissible, then so must
be negative conduct.

* * *
The Grievant’s positive test result demonstrates serious and
inexcusable misconduct at least by September 16,1992. Any
claim she had to reinstatement or back pay thus ended at that
time. Whether one views that misconduct as terminating the
remedy for the first discharge or as a separate ground for ter-
mination is of little consequence. Either way, she has no fur-
ther right to her job or to pay.

C. The Prima-Facie Case
Under traditional civil r ights law regarding burdens of proof,

an employee must,as an essential element of his claim,prove that
he was qualified for the job for which he was later rejected or from
which he was terminated. McDonnell Douglas Corp. v. Green, 411
U.S. 792 (1973). So stated, why should it be problematic for any
after-acquired evidence to be admissible, at the liability phase, to
prove the plaintiff wasn’t qualified? Whether the employee is an
imposter, obtained his job under materially false pretenses,or
engaged in egregious acts of post-discharge misconduct,each
would seem to bear directly on fitness for office.

Not according to the Ninth Circuit. In Junot v Maricopa
County, 1995 U.S. App. Lexis 28344 (9th Cir. 1995),the court was
faced with an employer offering purported resume fraud as a bar
to liability in a failure to hire §504 Rehabilitation Act (29 U.S.C.
§794) case. The district court admitted the evidence to show that
the employee was not “otherwise qualified” for the job. Relying
upon McKennon, the Ninth Circuit reversed, holding that such evi-
dence goes not to liability, but to damages. The position sought was
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that of a detention office cadet in the sheriff ’s department. If the
position had been that of a doctor or lawyer, would or should the
result have been the same?

In McNemar v. The Disney Store, Inc., 91 F.3d 610 (3rd Cir.
1996), the employee, an assistant store manager, brought suit
pursuant to the Americans With Disabilities Act (“ADA”), 42
U.S.C. §12101 et. seq. He claimed his termination was illegally-
motivated for having admitted being HIV-positive. Defendant’s
announced reason for termination was plaintiff ’s theft of $2.00 from
a store cash register. After discharge, plaintiff represented himself
to be totally and permanently disabled, and commenced receipt of
Social Security benefits. The district court found the employee to
be judicially estopped from claiming he was presently “qualified”
under the ADA. Refusing to disturb that determination, the court
held:

The EEOC argues also that McNemar’s sworn declaration of
total disability is “after-acquired evidence”that has no bear-
ing on the prima facie issue of McNemar’s status as a quali-
fied individual with a disability. Yet the threshold question in
this case, fully examined by the district court, is precisely
whether McNemar is covered by the ADA for purposes of his
prima facie case.

Nevertheless,the EEOC wants to mix apples—a plaintiff ’s
prima facie case—with oranges—a defendant’s non-dis-
criminatory-reason. It seeks to analogize this case to the
teachings ofMcKennon v. Nashville Banner Pub. Co., [cita-
tion omitted] which address the doctrine of “after-acquired evi-
dence”and establish it as an affirmative defense that becomes
meaningful once the plaintiff has established a prima facie case
of discrimination. At that point, the employer is required to
articulate its non-discriminatory reason and then may assert
its additional defenses,such as after-acquired evidence, which
may limit damages.

We emphasize again that the relevant question in this case is
whether McNemar established a prima facie case of discrim-
ination,and because he has not,Disney has no obligation even
to articulate a legitimate business reason for its decision.

Seen in this light,the EEOC’s assertion that “[a] plaintiff ’s
claim cannot be defeated by an issue of qualifications that has
nothing to do with the employer’s motivation for the adverse
action” becomes irrelevant,again because that assertion has
to do with Disney’s putative pretext for firing McNemar,
which is not a proper concern for the court unless McNemar
first has established a prima facie case that he was qualified
for the job. This he failed to do. (At 620-621)

Used this way, after-acquired evidence of resume fraud gains
new importance and, in many cases,may operate to bar any and
all liability.

———— END NOTES ————
1See also Duart v. FMC Wyoming Corporation,72 F.3d 117,120 (10th Cir. 1995) (“we are uncer-
tain whether Wyoming would adopt the rationale of McKennonand hold that a terminated
employee’s claims for breach of contract,promissory estoppel,negligent infliction of emo-
tional distress,and breach of duty of good faith and fair dealing are not totally barred
because the employer later discovers material misrepresentations in the employee’s resume
and application which would themselves justify termination.”)

2See also Calhour v. Ball Corp.,866 F. Supp. 473 (D. Col. 1994),a pre-McKennoncase, where
the fact that the discharged employee, upon being asked to leave the workplace, cleaned out
his work area and took with him more than 5,200 company documents,was not considered
as probative evidence in a later Title VII suit.

EEOC GUIDANCE ON
WORKERS’ COMPENSATION

AND THE ADA
Adele Rapport

Regional Attorney, EEOC1

On September 3,1996 the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission (“EEOC”) issued guidance on the interplay between
worker’s compensation issues and the Americans with Disabilities
Act of 1990 (“ADA”) 42 U.S.C sec. 12101 et seq. See, EEOC
Enforcement Guidance:Workers’Compensation and the ADA, No.
N-915.002 (September 3,1996) (“Guidance”)

The Guidancewas designed to clarify the Commission’s
position as to whether a person with an occupational injury is cov-
ered by the ADA, the permissible inquiries and medical exami-
nations relating to such injuries and workers’compensation claims,
as well as well as hiring and return to work issues affecting indi-
viduals with occupational injuries. This article highlights some
important aspects of the Guidanceand provides practice points and
discuss some pertinent case law concerning these important issues.

1. Coverage Issues 
The first issue which arises in analyzing a potential ADA claim

by a person with an occupational injury is whether that individual
is covered by the ADA. The Guidanceclarifies that the statutes have
different standards of coverage and the fact that an individual has
such an injury or a record of same does not necessarily mean that
the individual is  covered by the ADA. See, Guidanceat 2.2

In practice, many individuals who have impairments following
a work related injury may believe they are also covered by the ADA
when in fact the medical and other objective evidence does not sup-
port a conclusion that they have a substantial impairment of a
major life activity. Moreover, even if the impairments are significant,
they may be of temporary duration and temporary impairments are
not generally covered by the ADA. See, Interpretive Guidance, Sec-
tion 29 C.F.R 1630.2 (j); Technical Assistance Manual at B-9.

Some courts have held that individuals who apply for certain
disability benefits are not covered by the ADA by virtue of their
statements in the applications. See, e.g., Kennedy v. Applause, 90
F.3d 1477 (9th Cir. 1996) (plaintiff and doctors statements on state
disability and social security applications preclude ADA claim).
This theory has been applied in the context of an application for
workers’compensation benefits. See, Lamury v. Boeing Co.,5 A.D.
Cases 39 (D. Kan. 1995). Other circuit courts have rejected this the-
ory. See, e.g.,Overton v. Reilly, 977 F.2d 1190 (7th Cir. 1992) (award
of SSI benefits not necessarily inconsistent with qualified status
under the ADA). Judges in the Eastern District of Michigan have
likewise rejected that argument in the context of applications for
social security benefits. See, EEOC v. General Motors and Add Staff,
Civil Action No. 96-79840 (E.D. MI. 1996); EEOC v. Complete
Auto Transit,Civil Action No. 95-CV-73427-DT (E.D. MI. 1996).
The EEOC will issue guidance on the effect of applications for ben-
efits on ADA qualified status in the near future. 

Like employees who may make statements which can create
coverage questions under the ADA, employers also make statements
or engage in conduct which evinces a perception of disability. This
frequently happens when employers treat individuals with occu-
pational injuries as though they are disabled. Workers’compensation
files frequently contain evidence of a perception of a disability. In
fact,an employer’s continuing refusal to reinstate an occupation-
ally injured individual into a class of jobs arguably is evidence of
a perception of a disability.
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In any event,the Commission’s position as gleaned from the
Guidance and the examples cited therein is that individuals with
occupational injuries may be covered by the ADA, depending on
the evidence. In practice, that evidence will include review of per-
tinent medical records,workers’ compensation files and person-
nel and disability benefit files. 

2. Inquir y and Hir ing Issues
Another area where workers’ compensation statutes and ADA

intersect is the area of permissible inquiries. In general, employ-
ers may not inquire about workers’ compensation claims or occu-
pational injuries pre-offer. These pre-offer inquiries cannot be done
directly or indirectly through third parties. Guidance at 4-5. Post-
offer, the employer can make some limited inquiries,either at the
post-offer examination or at the time an employee experiences an
occupational injury, to determine the extent of the injury and
workers’compensation liability. The employer may also make some
limited medical inquiries to establish the need for an accommo-
dation based on a disability related occupational injury and when
the employee seeks to return to work following a workers’ com-
pensation leave. Guidance at 4-6.

Employers may not refuse to hire an individual because he or
she poses an increased risk of occupational injury or increased work-
ers’compensation costs. Guidance at 7-8,citing H.R. Rep. No. 485
pt. 3,101st Cong. 2d. Sess. 31 (1990). Employers have the burden
of demonstrating that the individuals pose a direct threat to them-
selves or others which cannot be eliminated through accommo-
dation. The direct threat standard requires proof of imminent risk
of substantial harm. The assessment must be based on a reason-
able medical judgement relying on current medical knowledge
and/or the best available objective evidence. See 29 C.F.R sec.
1630.2 (r). 

In practice employers often rely on advice of general practi-
tioners who do cursory examinations,ignore the advice of treat-
ing physicians and the objective evidence that the individual can
perform the job in question,e.g., performance of similar work for
another employer. This generalized type of medical evidence will
not suffice in persuading Commission investigators that the occu-
pationally injured disabled worker cannot be hired or return to work.
The investigators are more persuaded by reports of medical spe-
cialists or, if appropriate, functional capacity evaluations which con-
stitute a better measure of the individual’s ability to perform spe-
cific functions. 

3. Return to Work Issues
As in the hiring context, an employer must make an individ-

ualized assessment of the occupationally injured worker’s ability
to return to work with or without an accommodation. Employers
who have “100%” or full duty return policies may be committing
a per se violation of the Act and inviting a class action ADA law-
suit. Guidance at 11-12. Similarly, employers who refuse to return
workers who have permanent or total disability under a workers’
compensation act may be violating the ADA, as this status is not
dispositive as to ADA claims. Such blanket policies ignore the pos-
sibility that employees may return to work with some restrictions
but still be able to perform all functions of their particular jobs and
ignore the employer’s duty to accommodate.

A returning employee has a right to be reinstated to his or her
same position following a disability-related occupational injury
unless the employer can demonstrate that the employee cannot per-
form that job with an accommodation,or that it would be an undue
hardship to allow the employee to take a leave and return to the same
job. Guidance at 15. If so,the employee must be assigned to an
equivalent vacant position for which they are qualified. Guidance
at 15-16. 

Employees returning from disability related occupational
leave must also be accommodated by reallocation of marginal
duties. Guidance at 16. The employer does not have to create a job
for the employee, bump another employee or give the returning
employee the specific accommodation requested (as long as the
employer provides an effective accommodation). Guidance at 17;
Technical Assistance Manual at III- 9, 25. The employer does not
need to grant a leave request under the ADA, but can instead offer
a modified work assignment. Guidance at 17-18. The Family and
Medical Leave Act, 29 U.S.C. 2601-2654,may require that the
employee be granted such leave, however. 

The employer’s accommodation requirement is not satisfied
by placing the employee in a vocational rehabilitation program. See
Guidanceat 18-19. Some courts have also held that an employer
may not be required to retrain an employee through such a program
under the ADA or rehabilitate the injury. See, Riley v Weyerhouse,
Paper 898 F. Supp. 324 (W.D. N.C. 1995); Burnett v Western
Resources,929 F. Supp. 1349 (D. Kan. 1996). However, the par-
ties can mutually agree to vocational rehabilitation as a form of
accommodation. 

4. Light Duty Assignments

Perhaps the most anticipated portion of the Guidance deals with
light duty assignments. The Guidance clarif ies that while an
employer has no obligation to create a light duty job for an occu-
pationally injured employee in most instances,it must apply its light
duty policy on a nondiscriminatory basis. Guidance at 19-20.
Moreover, an employer must accommodate disabled individuals
and the accommodation required may include a light duty assign-
ment,as it may be the only effective reasonable accommodation
available. Guidance at 20. Additionally, those employers which
reserve certain fulltime positions for occupationally injured work-
ers must open those job reassignments to non-occupationally
injured employees. Guidance at 21. If the assignments are temporary
they can remain so but must be offered on a non-discriminatory
basis. Guidance at 22. 

Employers have many different light duty policies. Employ-
ers which create light duty positions to encourage occupationally
injured employees to return to work may not have to create light
duty positions for non-occupationally injured disabled employees
seeking reinstatement. However, the disabled employees are enti-
tled to a reasonable accommodation which may result in the mod-
if ied job or reassignment “looking like” a light duty position. In
fact there is some case law suggesting that a no light duty policy
or refusal to reassign to a light duty position may be discrimina-
tory. See, Howell v. Michelin Tire Corp.,860 F. Supp. 1488 (M.D.
Ala. 1994); OFCCP v Cissel Mfg. Co.,No. 87-OFC-26 1994 WL
58348 (1994); Cf., Miller v. Department of Corrections,916 F.
Supp. 863 (C.D. Ill. 1996); Mott v Synthetic Industries,4 A.D. Cases
1393 (N.D. Ga. 1995). 

The Guidance will probably still leave some questions unan-
swered concerning the interplay between the ADA and workers’
compensation statutes but it does provide examples and discussions
of many of the key problems and issues facing the employment law
practitioners. The developing case law should provide further
clarif ication of the pertinent disputes. 

———— END NOTES ————

1Adele Rapport is the Regional Attorney for the Detroit District Office of the EEOC. The views
stated in this article are her own and do not constitute EEOC policy or guidance.

2The ADA defines a disability as:“(1) a physical or mental impairment that substantially lim-
its one or more major life activities of such individual; (2) a record of such impairment; or (3)
being regarded as having such an impairment. See29 C.F.R. sec 1630.2 (g).  The definition
of disability under the Michigan Workers’ Disability Compensation Act is “ ... a limitation of
an employee’s wage earning capacity in work suitable to his or her qualifications and train-
ing resulting from a personal injury or work related disease.” M.C.L 418.301 (4)
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One of the most exceptional attorneys of our time, and my
longtime friend and partner, Theodore Sachs,was presented
the first ever Distinguished Service Award by the Labor and
Employment Section. The Award was presented at the Section’s
Annual Mid-Winter meeting held at the Ypsilanti Marriot on
January 31 and February 1,1997.

There was record breaking attendance at the Friday night
meeting with over 300 participants. This great turnout no doubt
was in large part because Ted Sachs’ colleagues and friends
overwhelmingly came out to honor him as he received the Dis-
tinguished Service Award.

Over the years I’ve been witness to his numerous achieve-
ments,but perhaps the most pleasurable and inspirational expe-
rience has been to watch Ted Sachs in action. As an oral advo-
cate, Ted Sachs presents a pure sense of conviction and
passion to every cause he is advocating, whether presenting
a matter of constitutional importance before the U.S. Supreme
Court or fighting for the rights of a single individual. He com-
mitted his passion from the very beginning of his career to
working for the rights of working people as a union side labor
lawyer.

George Roumell,an outstanding attorney, arbitrator and
good friend of Ted Sachs,presented the Award and recalled
Ted’s early years as a lawyer. George recounted that when Ted
was a young lawyer, August Scholle, then President of the
Michigan AFL-CIO, came to Ted concerned about the mis-
apportionment of the Michigan Legislature. He was particu-
larly concerned about the Senate — less than half the people
had 24 senators while the rest had only 12. Ted fought for reap-
portionment in the Michigan Supreme Court, and when that
Court turned him down,he went to the United States Supreme
Court in Scholle v Secretary of State, a companion case to
Baker v Carr. Through Ted’s patience and tenacity, the State
Senate was ultimately reapportioned and the principle of one
person one vote was realized in Michigan.

George described how Ted’s victory opened the door to
the Michigan Public Employment Relations Act, which Ted
drafted, and which brought dignity to the men and women
working in Michigan’s public sector. Ted later drafted Act 312,
providing for compulsory arbitration for police and fire fight-
ers,giving these employees the right to effective collective bar-
gaining culminating in binding interest arbitration.

In another pivotal labor case, Abood v Detroit Federation
of Teachers.Ted successfully argued before the United States
Supreme Court in favor of the fair share principle: if an
employee accepts the benefit of a union contract,he or she must
pay a fair share of obtaining and administering the contract.

Ted is also a man of remarkable integrity. As George com-
mented, he saved a lot of postage because when he and Ted
made an agreement over the phone, George knew that Ted
could be counted on to keep his word, without the confirm-
ing letter. Ted demonstrated integrity in all aspects of his life,
in all his professional dealings and in his personal relationships.
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All this, George declared, was proof that Ted is an attor-
ney who has met the rigorous criteria of the Distinguished Ser-
vice Award. Ted is an attorney who has made the world a bet-
ter place in which to live. Ted is an attorney who has made a
difference.

I know of all of Ted’s achievements. And I know that they
are due to Ted’s extraordinary intellect,commitment and hard
work. But I also know that equally important to Ted’s success
has been his wife Joan — his partner who has been involved
with and committed to his work. Together they have had a
remarkable career making a difference for the better.

For his passion,drive for excellence, commitment,
integrity and of course, his great achievements,Ted Sachs does
honor to the Distinguished Service Award.

The mid-winter meeting’s Friday night dinner also
included keynote speaker Ted Kennedy, Jr., who discussed dis-
ability r ights issues,rising to the occasion after George
Roumell’s vigorous and stirring tribute to Ted Sachs. The Sat-
urday morning session was informative and very well attended.
Featured was a panel on jury selection,including moderator
Sheldon Stark; Judge Cynthia Stephens; plaintiff ’s attorneys
Justin C. Ravitz and Kathleen Bogas; defense attorneys John
F. Brady and Elizabeth P. Hardy; and jury consultants Sheila
Jones-Hanson and Dr. Dan Galipeau. Professor Dennis M.
Devany presented an insider’s view of recent developments at
the NLRB and Julie A. Petrik provided an informative anal-
ysis of MERC developments. The program also featured a
review of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountabil-
ity Act by Robert B. Stevenson and Richard L. Sanderson,Jr.

Best regards,

Ronald R. Helveston,Chairperson
Labor and Employment Law Section

Theodore Sachs,recipient of the State Bar of Michigan Labor and
Employment Law Section’s Distinguished Service Award.



1996 APPELLATE REVIEW
OF MERC DECISIONS

Roy L. Roulhac, Administrative Law Judge

Michigan Supreme Court Decisions
Port Huron Education Assn. v Port Huron Area School Dis-

trict, (452 Mich. 309,7/16/96). Overrules Mid-Michigan Ed.
Assn. v St. Charles Comm. School,150 Mich App. 763 (1986),and
resolves the question of whether a past practice contrary to unam-
biguous contract language creates a term and condition of employ-
ment which required the employer to bargain before changing or
abolishing. Holds that where contract is silent or ambiguous,a past
practice may constitute a term and condition of employment
merely by “tacit agreement”or inference. However, unambiguous
contract language controls unless the past practice is so widely
acknowledged and mutually accepted that it creates a contract
amendment. The party asserting that the contract language does not
control has burden of proving that the parties had a meeting of the
minds and intentionally chose to reject the negotiated contract and
knowingly acted in accordance with past practice. The court over-
ruled MERC’s determination that the employer knew or should have
known that it was paying full health benefits contrary to unam-
biguous contract language providing for proration. The employer
claimed mistake and no direct evidence was presented that the
employer actually knew it had paid benefits contrary to the con-
tract language. MERC’s decisions appear at 1990 MERC Lab Op
903 and 1995 MERC Lab Op 42,on remand.

Detroit Police Assn. v City of Detroit, (452 Mich 339,
7/16/96). The court applied the test set forth in the companion case,
Port Huron,supra, and held that Board of Trustees’practice, dat-
ing to 1941,of delegating responsibility for determining questions
of duty-relatedness of injuries and incapacity of employees to work
to the medical director and medical board of review was an inten-
tional and knowing rejection of unambiguous contract/charter
language. It affirmed MERC’s finding that the employer had
unlawfully unilaterally changed terms and conditions of employ-
ment by limiting the delegated authority to only questions of
incapacity to work. See1993 MERC Lab Op 424 for MERC’s opin-
ion which reversed ALJ’s finding that the charter allowed the Board
of Trustees to determine duty-relatedness and therefore no unfair
labor practice was committed.

Grandville Municipal Executive Assn. v City of Grandville,
(453 Mich 423,10/14/96). The court, in lieu of granting leave,
vacated the judgment of the court of appeals and remanded the case
to MERC. The court, in an opinion which chastised MERC for fail-
ing to follow the court’s precedent,concluded that executive
employees have the right to organize and bargain. The court con-
cluded that since MERC had altered its definition of an executive
in Ingham Co. Road Comm.,1995 MERC Lab Op 306 and Detroit
Police Dept.,1996 MERC Lab Op 84,remand was appropriate.

Michigan Court of Appeals Decisions
AFSCME v Michigan Dept. of Mental Health and Quality

Living Systems,et al (various residential care facilities),(215 MA
1, 1/12/96). Vacates MERC’s directions of election. Holds that
MERC’s jurisdiction is preempted by the NLRA or the NLRB’s
jurisdiction is arguable, and an insufficient showing has been
made that the NLRB would decline to assert jurisdiction. The court
relied on Management Training Corp. v Teamsters,317 NLRB No.
190 (7/29/95),where the NLRB abandoned its practice of basing

its decision on whether to take jurisdiction on whether the employer
is capable of engaging in meaningful collective bargaining in
view of its relationship to the government agency. According to the
court of appeals,the NLRB will take jurisdiction as long as the
employer meets the definition of an “employer” under the NLRA
and meets the applicable monetary jurisdictional standards. The
NLRB said it would not employ a joint employer analysis to
determine jurisdiction.

Melvindale-Northern Allen Park Federation of Teachers v
Melvindale-Norther Allen Park Public Schools,(216 Mich. App.
31, 3/22/96). Af firms MERC’s decision,on remand, that an
employer does not violate its duty to bargain in good faith by refus-
ing to meet while its employees are engaged in an illegal strike.
MERC,with Tanzman dissenting, first made this finding in 1992.
The court then remanded to MERC for further explanation and clar-
ification of its conclusion,which overruled precedent beginning with
Saginaw Twp. Bd. of Ed., 1970 MERC Lab Op 127. MERC’s first
opinion appears at 1992 MERC Lab Op 400. The opinion on
remand is at 1995 MERC Lab Op 53.

Robert A. Quinn v POLC and POAM, (216 MA 237,4/5/96).
The court reverses MERC’s finding that the POLC had a duty to
continue processing a grievance filed while it was the bargaining
representative after it was replaced by the POAM and remands for
further action. Quinn filed charges against both unions after they
both disclaimed responsibility for his grievance. The court said the
POAM became the bargaining representative at the time it was cer-
tif ied and that after that point the POLC owed no further duty of
fair representation to Quinn. MERC’s opinion is published at
1994 MERC Lab Op 828.

Pinckney Community Schools Bus Drivers Assoc. v Pinck-
ney Bd. of Ed. (216 MA 363,4/19/96). Employer does not com-
mit an unfair labor practice by giving the union notice of its
intent to terminate an expired agreement where the duration clause
stated that it was to continue for a specified period or until a suc-
cessor agreement is reached. The court concluded that the two
clauses were connected disjunctively and the contract expired
upon the occurrence of either contingency. No notice necessary
because the contract expired on the date specified in the contract.
MERC’s opinion appears at 1994 MERC Lab Op 376.

Chief Deputies Union v Menominee County, et al,(COA No.
177146,unpublished). Affirms dismissal of charge alleging that the
employers unlawfully refused to recognize charging party’s unit.
A new clerk/register of deeds replaced two chief deputies whom
the lame duck clerk/register had recognized as a bargaining unit.
The county, found by MERC to be a co-employer, refused to rec-
ognize the unit without MERC’s certif ication. MERC’s opinion
appears at 1994 MERC Lab Op 572.

United Auto Workers,Local 1688 v Central Michigan Univ.
(217 MA 136,6/7/96). Affirms MERC’s finding that paid release
time to engage in union activities is a mandatory subject of bar-
gaining. MERC’s opinion appears at 1994 MERC Lab Op 597.
Leave to appeal denied, 453 Mich. 883 (1996).

University of Michigan v AFSCME Council 25,(COA No.
176332,7/12/96,unpublished). Employer committed an unfair labor
practice by removing ten animal aide positions from AFSCME’s
unit without consent. MERC’s opinion is at 1994 MERC Lab Op
391 and 713.
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Lawrence J. Vanwasshenova v County of Monroe and Mon-
roe County Prosecutor, (COA No. 183361,7/27/96,unpublished).
The court affirmed MERC’s decision that charging party failed to
establish a prima faciecase that he was discharged from his assis-
tant prosecutor position because of his union activity. MERC’s deci-
sion appears at 1995 MERC Lab Op 63.

St. Clair Intermediate Schools v Intermediated Education
Association, et al, (218 MA 734,9/17/96). Af firms MERC.
MESSA acted as MEA’s agent by increasing the maximum life-
time benefit for employees’health plan coverage. MEA’s actions
constituted an unlawful mid-term modification of its agreement.
MERC’s opinions appear at 1993 MERC Lab Op 101 and 1994
MERC Lab Op 1167 (Decision and Order on Remand).

Norman Dickson v Farmington School District and Farm-
ington Assn. of School Administrators, (COA No. 187348,
9/27/96,unpublished). MERC affirmed. A prior circuit court find-
ing that the union did not violate its duty of fair representation by
agreeing to an oral modification of the collective bargaining agree-
ment was res judicata. Moreover, the employer did not illegally
dominate the union. MERC’s opinion is published at 1995 MERC
Lab Op 277.

MEA v Alpena Community College, (COA No. 180695,
11/8/96,unpublished). Reverses MERC’s order directing an elec-
tion to accrete a residual unit of miscellaneous non-instructional
professional and technical employees to MEA’s existing clerical
unit. According to the court majority, the employees “are simply
too diverse to be considered to have a community of interest.” The
dissent noted that the employer had not set forth an alternative unit
or set forth where the various positions belongs and MERC had
found the employees covered by the petition to include all of the
college’s remaining unrepresented support positions. MERC’s
opinion is published at 1994 MERC Lab Op 955.

WITH ALL DUE RESPECT,
OPPOSING COUNSEL’S
ARGUMENT IS UTTER

NONSENSE
Stuart M. Isr ael

Miller , Cohen,Martens,Ice & Geary, P.C.
The other day I read one of James McElhaney’s amusing and

useful columns in the ABA Journal, this one titled “Twelve Ways
to a Bad Brief.” Way number seven is venting personal feelings.
McElhaney writes:“Lambasting . . . the other lawyer . . . is rarely
necessary or even helpful in writing a brief. Even if your readers
secretly agree with you,they will still disapprove of using a brief
to let fly at your favorite targets.” 1

Reading this made me think of a brief filed in a vigorously con-
tested case in which I am one of many defense counsel. The
defense moved to dismiss,raising numerous challenges to plain-
tiff ’s theories about some technical statutes. The plaintiff is a busi-
ness represented by a prominent firm that expresses its views in
particularly overheated terms. According to plaintiff ’s brief, defen-
dants’argument for dismissal is “so broad as to be absurd,” “over-
reaching and nonsensical,” “ignores settled law and defies common
sense,” “outrageous and unsupportable,” “disingenuous and
frivolous,” “artif icial and legally insufficient,” and “utter non-
sense and [defendants] know it.”

It wasn’t only the defense argument that took a beating.
According to plaintiff ’s brief, defendants (which,of course, means
defense counsel) “reflect . . . a profound misunderstanding of First
Amendment jurisprudence,” “deliberately misconstrue,” “are not
only confused about what [plaintiff] must plead; they also remain
confused about what [plaintiff] must ultimately prove,” and “did
not even bother to read the statutes.”

According to the brief, defendants have unfathomable chutz-
pah:“How [defendants] can make this assertion is beyond com-
prehension.” The brief concludes:“The law, common sense, and
basic principles of fairness all make clear that [defendants] are
plainly, simply, and demonstrably wrong.”

Whew! I thought there were (at least) two sides to every story.
Still, I read plaintiff ’s brief with a measure of equanimity as I was
not the author of the defense brief that provoked it. So I was able
to get beyond the blood-boiling stage quickly and ponder the
nuances of effective legal writing style.

In this age of plain English and concern about civility (which
together now seem to be the subject matter of 62% of all articles
in lawyer publications),what is the rationale for the “utter nonsense”
school of advocacy? If it is nonsense you don’t need to use “utter
nonsense”; if it is not,using the phrase doesn’t persuade anyone
that it is nonsense. Civility aside, invective and overstatement don’t
work.

What do the academics say? Two legal writing teachers write:

Tone is often overlooked by legal writers. It is never overlooked
by readers. Any conspicuous tone interferes with reception of
content by causing the reader to react first to the tone and only
secondly to the subject matter. * * * Tone must be carefully con-
trolled in brief writing, for judges may begin to react favorably
or unfavorably to the substance of an argument according to
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MERC TO HOLD PUBLIC
SECTOR LABOR LA W

CONFERENCE
The Michigan Employment Relations Commission will

present “Mic higan Public Sector Labor Law 1997,” a con-
ference for labor and management on Friday, May 16,1997
in Grand Rapids at the Eberhard Center of Grand Valley State
University.

This one day conference will consist of workshops,pan-
els and presentations on Act 312 arbitration, fact finding,
unfair labor practice and representation hearings,and reports
on the latest MERC and court decisions. Specialty workshops
are planned on labor law issues in public education and pub-
lic safety. The conference is designed for people who work
in public sector labor law — union officers,staff and union
members; elected officials,administrators and staff of all size
public employers; and arbitrators,attorneys and academics.
The workshops and discussions will be led by MERC arbi-
trators and practioners.

For more information or to receive registration forms,
call Denise Gall at MERC,(313) 256-2767.



the way its tone affects them. * * * Do not make the case sound
ridiculously easy or opposing counsel sound ridiculously
blind. An arrogant or superior tone will not advance your case.
* * * Sarcasm is never appropriate. Neither is an insulting or
intemperate tone, however much opposing counsel deserves it.2

Another law professor writes:“Explicit invitations to the court to
view with contempt a person (or an argument) are likely to stim-
ulate dangerous feelings of animosity toward the speaker.” 3 Strunk
and White advise:“Do not overstate.”

When you overstate, the reader will be instantly on guard, and
everything that has preceded your overstatement as well as
everything that follows it will be suspect in his mind because
he lost confidence in your judgment or your poise. Over-
statement is one of the common faults. A single overstatement,
whenever or however it occurs,diminishes the whole, and a
single carefree superlative has the power to destroy, for the
reader, the object of the writer’s enthusiasm.4

If invective and overstatement are not just ineffective, but harm-
ful to the author’s cause, why are they so commonly used? 

Sometimes they are used because measured analysis of the
issues will reveal an argument’s weaknesses. Most of us learned
in the hallways during law school the essence of desperation liti-
gation strategy: if you don’t have the law or facts,pound the table. 

Another reason is that in the classroom and the moot court-
room we learned to associate vigorous advocacy with extreme
expression. Our opponent’s conduct is not just wrong, it’s outra-
geous or egregious. Our opponent’s position is not just bad law or
policy, it f lies in the face of Anglo-American jurisprudence. Our
opponent’s viewpoint is not just unfounded, it is utter nonsense.

Although the “utter nonsense”style may be cathartic and, some-
times,fun,we must resist temptation. It just doesn’t work. Besides,
with all due respect to opposing counsel,basic principles of civil -
ity and fairness,common sense, legal writing teachers,and the fun-
damental tenets of Western Civilization all make it crystal clear that
the “utter nonsense”style is,beyond peradventure, plainly, simply,
immutably, egregiously and, of course, utterly, wrong.

———— END NOTES ————
1James W. McElhaney, “Twelve Ways To A Bad Brief,” ABA Journal (December 1996) at 74-
75.

2Lynn B. Squires and Marjorie Dick Rombauer, Legal Writing In A Nutshell(1982) at 182,184.
3Frank E. Cooper, Writing In Law Practice(1963) at 64.
4William Strunk,Jr. and E.B. White, The Elements Of Style(3rd ed 1979) at 72-73.

PREPARATION AND
DELIVER Y OF A

SUCCESSFUL CLE
PRESENTATION

Kar l F. Brevitz

Education Director
Institute of Continuing Legal Education

One of the best compliments that can be paid an experienced
lawyer is an invitation to share his or her expertise with col-
leagues in the profession by speaking at a continuing legal education
program. Whether sponsored by a state, national or local bar
association or other professional organization, the opportunity to
deliver a presentation at a CLE program is an indication that your
skill and knowledge in your area of practice have been recognized.

Acceptance of the invitation will mean devoting a significant
amount of valuable time to the preparation of your outline and pres-
entation. You will want to ensure that your participation as a
speaker is successful and rewarding for both you and your audi-
ence. This article offers some guidelines for planning and deliv-
ering your presentation,as well as preparing an outline to accom-
pany it. While you must develop a presentation style that suits your
personality, following these guidelines will help to enhance your
ability to deliver a successful presentation. 

1. Analyzing Your Assignment.Well before the date of
your presentation, think carefully about your assigned topic and
in particular about these 3 points:

a) Your Audience. Be certain you understand whether the
program is a basic one, designed to cover fundamental
concepts,skills and practices; or if it is designed for a
more experienced audience, and consequently to cover
more advanced and sophisticated material. You will not
want to waste time teaching basic concepts to experienced
practitioners or devoting significant time on subtle and
advanced issues to an audience that has come expecting
to be educated on basic practices.

b) Your Topic. Be certain you understand the parameters of
the topic you have been asked to cover and the amount
of time you will have available for your presentation. If
your presentation is part of a larger program,analyze how
your topic fits in with the subject matter to be addressed
by other speakers. Plan your presentation in light of what
will precede and follow it. If you identify any potential
for overlap of your topic with that of other speakers,
resolve the question with the seminar sponsor early on,
so that all speakers can make the best use of the time allot-
ted to them.

c) Your Specific Objectives. Once you understand your
audience and the scope of the topic you have been asked
to cover, develop specific educational objectives for
your presentation. Based on your knowledge and expe-
rience, identify the most important concepts,practices and
skills encompassed within your topic. Plan and arrange
your presentation to ensure that you identify and empha-
size these points for your audience.
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Lawnotesis looking for contributions of interest to
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or short, original or recycled.
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Israel or associate editor John G. Adam, Miller, Cohen,
Martens,Ice & Geary, P.C.,1400 North Park Plaza,17117
West Nine Mile Road, Southfield, Michigan 48075. (810)
559-2110.



2. Preparing Your Outline

After analyzing your assigned topic and its role in the over-
all program,you are ready to compose your outline (assuming one
is requested). Depending on the extent of the outline requested by
the sponsor, this may be the most time-consuming aspect of your
assignment,with the reward being the opportunity to systematically
reduce to writing a particular area of your practice, refreshing and
updating yourself in the process. Occasionally you may also be
asked to speak on a new legal development or an area of your dis-
cipline you have not previously examined in-depth,so that com-
position of the outline will require you to master a new topicand
organize the topic for delivery to your audience.

From the standpoint of your audience, the best outline is one
that not only forms the basis of your presentation,but will also func-
tion as a lasting resource they can consult long after the seminar
is over. This means a well-organized, narrative text outline with
appropriate legal citations, accompanied by applicable forms,
checklists and other practice aids you have identified.

Your outline should be the framework and foundation of
your presentation. Keeping in mind the educational objectives you
have identified, organize your topic into a logical sequence of clear
points that correspond with your objectives. In addition to includ-
ing the points you intend to cover directly in your presentation, the
outline can also cover background information and examine tan-
gential points time will not permit you to address at the seminar.
Address any difficult or troublesome problems encompassed by
your topic, and resist the temptation to avoid hard questions.
Instead, address problem areas specifically, pointing out possible
solutions,advantages and disadvantages, and suggesting the
approach you would take. Even if there is no clear answer, your
readers will appreciate a clear examination of problem areas.

For complex subject matter, or to illustrate how the legal con-
cepts you describe are applied in practice, include concrete exam-
ples and hypotheticals. Appropriate examples,even short one
sentence examples,can make your information come alive for your
audience and lock in the key points of your presentation.

You may decide to incorporate visual aids (slides,trans-
parencies,PowerPoint or similar graphics) as part of your pres-
entation. If you do,it is advisable to include copies of these as an
appendix to your outline. This will accommodate anyone using your
outline after the seminar, as well as anyone at the seminar itself who
for whatever reason is having difficulty viewing or understanding
your visual aids as they are displayed.

3. Planning and Delivering Your Presentation.

With your objectives identified and your outline completed,
you are ready to plan your presentation in detail and then deliver
it. The following guidelines are reliable rules for almost any pres-
entation:

a) Plan the Beginning and Conclusion of Your Presentation.
First and final impressions are important. Plan your
arrival and departure from the podium so that they flow
smoothly and inspire confidence. While it is generally not
a good idea to memorize your entire presentation, you
should know exactly what you plan to say at its begin-
ning and end.

b) Don’t Delay or Digress.You will have a limited amount
of time to effectively convey your message. It’s best not
to consume valuable time with preliminary banter, back-
ground or anecdotes. Instead, go directly to the substance
of your presentation.

c) Raise, Rather Than Lower, Expectations.Humility is a
virtue but your presentation is not the appropriate time
to display it. Self-effacing statements minimizing your
expertise will only cause your audience to wonder why
they should listen to you. Likewise, statements indicat-
ing that you will not have time to adequately address your
assigned topic can only create negative expectations. Pre-
sumably you will have known for many weeks the
amount of time available to you; your audience will
expect you to have planned accordingly. Instead, speak
with authority, letting your audience know what you are
going to cover, why it’s important (ie., why they should
listen) and what if anything you intend to leave for their
later reading.

d) Provide Your Audience a Roadmap. Don’t let the audi-
ence guess how your presentation is going to unfold. At
the beginning of your presentation, let them know the
main points you intend to cover, and at the conclusion
summarize for them the most important items in your
presentation.

e) Follow (but Don’t Read) Your Outline. Your audience will
expect your presentation to correspond with your outline.
You must not read your outline, but you should adhere
to its general organization when delivering your pres-
entation and provide your audience with timely references
to the page numbers that correspond with the points you
are making. Build into your presentation examples and
information that illustrate and expand upon your outline.
If at some point in your presentation you need to depart
entirely from your outline, let the audience know that.

f) Emphasize Your Key Points.Don’t make your audience
guess at the main points of your presentation. Underline
and emphasize them. When something is particularly
important, by all means let the registrants know it’s
important,and why.

g) Be Practice-Oriented. Don’t let your presentation (or your
outline) consist solely of abstract information and sum-
maries of the law. Include plenty of practice tips,exam-
ples and other information your audience can put to use
in their own practices immediately. Scatter these through-
out your presentation and highlight them. Let your audi-
ence know that you’re sharing valuable information
with them.

h) Respond to Audience Questions. It’s important to allow
your audience an opportunity to ask questions,whether
during or after your presentation. In some seminar for-
mats,a moderator will preside at question and answer ses-
sions; in others you may take questions directly from the
audience. In either case it’s important that questions be
stated and if necessary repeated so they are heard by the
entire audience. 

i) Use Visual Aids Where Appropriate.All studies confirm
that well-conceived and well-executed visual aids will
enhance and reinforce your message. On the other hand,
ill-conceived or poorly executed visual aids,whether
slides,transparencies or PowerPoint graphics,will only
confuse and frustrate your audience.
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It’s important to put yourself in the shoes of an audience
member when thinking about possible visual aids. Any
visual aid should be of simple design and clearly visible
from even the most remote seat in the seminar room.They
should, if possible, employ clearly contrasting colors.

Resist the temptation to have a visual aid for every
point in your presentation. The rapid succession of too
many visual aids can interfere with rather than enhance
your presentation. Instead reserve visual aids to empha-
size and illustrate your most important and/or complex
points.

Only use visual aids with which you are totally com-
fortable. If you don’t yet feel at home navigating a Pow-
erPoint presentation on your laptop or handling overhead
transparencies in the course of delivering your talk,it’s
best to use an alternative visual aid or omit them entirely
rather than allow them to interfere with your ability to
smoothly and comfortably deliver your presentation.

j) Plan Your Your Time and Adhere to Your Time Limitations.
Don’t fail to cover your assigned topic. If your time is
up and you’ve only just begun,you haven’t planned your
presentation very well. Be certain you cover all of your
principal points within the allotted time. It’s perfectly
acceptable to dispose of fine points,sub-topics and the
like by referring the audience to your outline for later
reading. Moreover, don’t exceedyour allotted time. It is
discourteous both to your audience (who will be unfor-
giving) and to any speakers who follow you on the pro-
gram.

k) Use Good Presentation Techniques. Use appropriate
variations in voice cadence and volume to hold audience
attention and provide emphasis. If you are comfortable
doing so,move away from the podium and use the
entire dais or front of the room as your stage. (However,
if a microphone has been provided, be sure to use it and
not wander away from it. Instead, if you want freedom
to move about during your presentation,ask your spon-
sor to provide a clip-on or walking microphone.) Speak
clearly and directly to your audience, maintaining reg-
ular eye contact and accentuating your remarks with
appropriate gestures.

l) Highlight Any Ethical Issues.To the extent your topic
touches on practices or situations that raise issues of pro-
fessional responsibility, identify these for your audi-
ence along with the ethical rules which govern them.

m) Respect Your Audience Members. Don’t be thoughtless
in your choice of words,examples or humor. The mem-
bership of the bar is diverse and your objective is to teach.
Why run the risk of needlessly offending any one of your
students? Carefully scrutinize both your lecture and
outline for stereotypes or other matter that might offend
your audience and consequently impede the educational
value of your presentation. 

n) Finally, Convey Enthusiasm and Interest.Your interest
in and enthusiasm for your topic will be picked up by your
audience. They will be interested because youare. Con-
versely if your demeanor suggests you are unenthusias-
tic and uninterested in your topic, your audience will soon
be as well.

4. Conclusion. A well planned, researched and delivered
CLE presentation can represent a considerable investment of time
and effort. It can reward you with increased visibility and recog-
nition among your peers,possibly result in client referrals,provide
you the satisfaction of sharing your knowledge with your colleagues,
as others have shared theirs with you at CLE presentations you have
attended, and ultimately help to ensure that the public is provided
the best possible representation by Michigan lawyers.

In inviting you to participate as a speaker, your CLE program
sponsor understands the significant demands that participation will
place on your time. While your sponsor cannot compose your
manuscript or prepare and deliver your presentation, it can and
should do almost everything else to ensure your experience as a
CLE speaker is as easy and enjoyable as possible. The sponsor
should facilitate and reimburse travel arrangements,provide reg-
ular information and communication regarding program details,
assist with planning and production of visual aids,manage the sem-
inar on-site, provide evaluation results for your presentation from
the seminar registrants,and generally be available to answer ques-
tions and provide information at any time.

Not everyone is naturally comfortable as a public speaker. For
most,it takes practice, several presentations,study of the princi-
ples of effective speaking, or some combination of these, to finally
achieve complete ease and comfort in front of an audience of one’s
professional colleagues. If you reflect on the CLE presentations you
have found most helpful,you will understand what your audience
wants from you,and the guidelines set forth above will assist you
in meeting those expectations.

Contact Karl Brevitz at the Institute of Continuing Legal Education,1020 Greene Street,Ann
Arbor, MI, 48109-1444,via the Institute’s web page at http://www.umich.edu/~icle or via e-
mail at karl@icle.law.mich.edu.
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LONG’S RULES FOR
ALL WRITTEN

COMMUNICA TIONS
Michael P. Long

Arbitrator and Associate Professor,
Human Resource Development,Oakland University

1. Don’t use a big word where a dimunitive one will suffice.

2. Proofread carefully so you don’t any words out.

3. Don’t use no double negatives.

4. No sentence fragments.

5. Stop,stamp out,eradicate, discontinue, and eliminate redundancy.

6. Try to avoid clichés like the plague.

7. Absolutely all generalizations are bad.

8. Insure that your subject and verb is in agreement.

9. A preposition is bad to end a sentence with.

10. Everyone should be a non-conformist.

11. People who insult others are big jerks.

12. You should never use your second person.

13. Metickulousley check al yor spellin. and last,but not least . . .

14. Always be sincere, even if you don’t mean it.



NLRB PRACTICE AND
PROCEDURE

William C. Schaub, Jr.
Regional Director, Region 7

National Labor Relations Board

The Board recently published its revised rules and regulations
governing misconduct by attorneys and party representatives. The
rules,which are effective January 13,1997,consolidate the current
misconduct rules which apply to representation and ULP pro-
ceedings into a single rule. In adopting these rules, the Board
noted that it was influenced by comments of the American Bar Asso-
ciation’s Practice and Procedure committee in revising the rules.

The revisions allow the board to take disciplinary action
against attorneys or other representatives who have engaged in mis-
conduct either at a hearing or during the investigation, pre-hear-
ing or compliance stage of a case. The former rules covered only
misconduct occurring during the course of a hearing and applied
only to attorneys.

The revised rules also set forth the procedures for processing
misconduct allegations. Thus, the investigation of misconduct
will be by the Associate General Counsel,Division of Operations
Management,or his designee, who will make a recommendation
to the General Counsel,whether to seek disciplinary proceedings.
The General Counsel’s determination will be final and non-review-
able. The rules also set forth the rights of the individual involved
to receive notice and an opportunity to respond to the allegations
prior to the issuance of any disciplinary action. The revised rules
are contained in Section 102.44 and 102.66(d) of the Board’s Rules
and Regulations.

In what has been labeled as an “unprecedented move,” four
professors who teach labor law have petitioned the NLRB to con-
duct rule making to extend to non-union workers the same right
enjoyed by union represented employees to request representation
at a meeting during which the employee reasonably feels that dis-
cipline will be imposed. This right, enjoyed by union represented
employees,is often referred to as the Weingarten Right after the
Supreme Court’s decision in NLRB v J. Weingarten,Inc., 420 U.S.
250 (1975).

In attempting to justify the need for such rule making, the pro-
fessors concluded that the Board is unlikely to address this ques-
tion in the near future as there are no cases currently pending before
the Board involving this issue and theGeneral Counsel,they say,
is unlikely to issue a complaint on this issue given the current sta-
tus of the law. I will keep you posted on any further developments
on this issue.

On January 28 and 30,1997,respectively, the management and
union Advisory Committees to the NLRB met in Washington,
D.C. to consider two topics:Whether the Board’s procedures for
holding an election if the eligibility of more than 10 percent of the
employees is at issue should be changed and whether, in light of the
holding of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit in Cross
Pointe Paper Corp. v NLRB, wherein the Court set aside an NLRB
certif ication of representative because the Board did not consider
the full investigatory file before agreeing with the Regional Direc-
tor’s administrative decision to dismiss an employer’s objections to
an election,the Board should amend its rules to dispense with admin-
istrative investigations and require a hearing on objections if the
objecting party has submitted evidence establishing a prima facie
case. As of the writing of this column,the report of the Commit-
tees’deliberations had not yet been issued.
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U.S. SUPREME COURT
UPDATE
Russell S. Linden

Honigman,Miller , Schwartz and Cohn

Since the last issue of Lawnotes,the Supreme Court has
issued three opinions directly addressing labor and employment
issues. The Supreme Court also has denied certiorari in a number
of cases of interest and certiorari petitions have been filed in sev-
eral potentially significant cases.

Methodology For Counting Employees Under 
Title VII Addressed

Last time we reported that the Supreme Court would address
the methodology for counting employees to determine whether an
employer is covered under Title VII in Walters v Metropolitan Edu-
cational Enterprises,Inc. and EEOC v Metropolitan Educational
Enterprises Inc. On January 14,1997,Supreme Court issued its
opinion in those cases. 65 U.S. Law Week 4059. Under Title VII,
an employer is covered if it “has fifteen or more employees for each
working day and each twenty or more calendar weeks in the cur-
rent or preceding calendar year.” 42 U.S.C. §2000e (b). Title VII
does not provide a method for counting employees. Justice Scalia,
writing for the Court, adopted the “payroll method” standard
urged by the EEOC,which examines the number of employees
maintained on an employer’s payroll in a given week to determine
coverage. The Court rejected the standard recognized by the Sev-
enth and Eighth Circuits which considered significant the number
of employees actually compensated. The payroll method, accord-
ing to Justice Scalia,best embodies “the ordinary, contemporary,
common meaning of ‘have’ an employee.”

ERISA Does Not Pre-empt State Prevailing Wage Law

On February 17,1997,a unanimous Supreme Court, in an opin-
ion written by Justice Thomas,ruled that the Employee Retirement
Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA) does not pre-empt Cali-
fornia’s prevailing wage law. California Divisin of Labor Standards
Enforcement v Dillingham Construction,U.S. Sup. Ct. No. 95-789,
1997 U.S. Lexis 691 (1997). The Court ruled that ERISA’s pre-
emption clause, 29 U.S.C. § 1144(a),does not apply. This decision
likely will cause the Sixth Circuit to reverse ABC,Saginaw Val-
ley Chapter v Perry, 869 F. Supp. 1239 (E.D. MI 1994),pending
before it,which ruled that ERISA preempted Michigan’s Prevail-
ing Wages Act, MCLA 408.551.

Title VII’ s Anti-Retalia tion Provision Applies To 
Former Employees

In the last Lawnotes we reported that the Supreme Court would
address the issue of whether the anti-retaliation provision of Title
VII extends to former employees in Robinson v Shell Oil Company,
U.S. Sup. Ct. No. 95-1376. On February 18,1997,the Supreme
Court ruled that because the term “employees”as used in section
704(a) of Title VII includes former employees,an employee may
sue for allegedly retaliatory post-employment actions. 1997 WL
630007 (U.S.) In Robinson,shortly after being terminated from
employment,the plaintiff filed a charge of race discrimination with
the EEOC. The plaintiff alleged that while his charge was pend-
ing, he applied for employment with another company and Shell
gave him a negative job reference. This claim was deemed action-
able by the Supreme Court.(Continued on page 21)



Issue of Same Sex Harassment May Be Addressed
We also reported last issue that certiorari was denied in two

cases involving the issue of whether a same sex harassment claim
is actionable under Title VII. Hopkins v Baltimore Gas and Elec-
tric Co.,U.S. Sup. Ct. no. 95-1961,ruling below, 77 F.3d 745 (4th
Cir. 1996); Fleenor v Hewitt Soap Co.,U.S. Sup.. Ct. no 96-47,rul-
ing below, 81 F3d 48 (6th Cir. 1996). The Supreme Court has now
requested the Clinton administration’s viewpoint on whether such
a claim is cognizable in the case of Oncale v Sundowner Offshore
Services,Inc., U.S. Sup. Ct. no. 96-568,a decision from the Fifth
Circuit holding that such claims are not viable under Title VII.
Although the Justice Department has not yet determined its
response, the EEOC has taken the position that the gender of the
victim and the perpetrator are not determinative of whether a
claim exists and would recognize such a claim.

Since our last issue, certiorari petitions have been filed in the
following cases:

Mandatory Arbitr ation of Statutor y Claims 
Pursuant to CBA

Last issue we reported that certiorari was denied in Austin v
Owens-Brockway Glass Container, U.S. Sup. Ct. no 96-337,
which sought review of a Fourth Circuit ruling that ADA claims
must be arbitrated pursuant to the terms of a union contract. The
Supreme Court is again being asked to address the issue of com-
pulsory arbitration of civil r ights claims pursuant to the terms of
a collective bargaining agreement in National Super Markets,
Inc. v Varner, U.S. Sup. Ct. no 96-802,ruling below 94 F.3d 1209
(8th Cir. 1996),where the Eighth Circuit held that exhaustion of
the grievance procedure was not a prerequisite to suit under Title
VII f or sexual harassment by a co-worker. The petition also seeks
to resolve a conflict between the Eighth Circuit and the Third Cir-
cuit’s decision in Boutin v BMW of America,29 F.3d 103 (3rd Cir.
1994),concerning whether an employer may be held liable for the
sexually harassing acts of non-supervisory employees,when the
employer maintains an express policy prohibiting sexual harass-
ment complaints and the victim chooses not to seek relief under
the policy.

Judicial Estoppel of ADA Claim
In McNemar v Disney Stores,Inc., U.S. Sup. Ct. no. 96-966,

ruling below, 91 F.3d 610 (3rd Cir. 1996),a discharged employee
seeks to challenge dismissal of his ADA claim. The Third Circuit
held that the employee, who verified under penalty of perjury when
he applied for social security and state disability benefits and for
deferment from repayment of student loans that he was totally and
permanently disabled as a result of AIDS prior to his discharge, was
estopped from asserting that he is a qualified individual with a dis-
ability under the ADA. The petition asks the Court to address the
issue of whether the use of judicial estoppel constituted a denial
of the employee’s rights under the Fourteenth Amendment due pro-
cess clause and Seventh Amendment right to jury trial.

This case is noteworthy in light of the Michigan Court of
Appeals decision in Tranker v Figgie Int’l, 1997 Mich. App. Lexis
5 (1997),applying judicial estoppel doctrine to bar a Handicappers’
Civil Rights Act claim where the plaintiff was receiving social secu-
rity benefits on the basis that he was totally and permanently dis-
abled from performing any kind of work.

Possible Review of Heurtebise
On December 16,1996, a certiorari petition was filed in

Reliable Business Computers v Heurtebise, U.S. Sup. Ct. no. 96-
998,ruling below, 452 Mich. 405 (1996),seeking review of the

Michigan Supreme Court’s ruling that an arbitration provision in
an employee handbook,which provided the employer with sole dis-
cretion to modify any policy and expressly stated that none of the
policies created an employment contract, was unenforceable.
Among the issues raised in the employer’s petition is the question
of whether the decision should be vacated because it is preempted
by the Federal Arbitration Act and the holding is inconsistent with
national policies favoring enforcement of arbitration agreements
even as to civil r ights claims.

Order Of Proof On Whether Employee Is
Dir ect Threat Under ADA

Certiorari has been sought in Moses v American Nonwovers,
Inc., U.S. Sup. Ct. No. 96-1053,ruling below, 97 F.3d 446 (11th
Cir. 1996),which presents the issue of who has the burden under
the ADA of establishing that the employee is a direct threat to him-
self and others in the work place. Under the ADA, a disabled
employee may be discharged if the disability renders him/her a
“direct threat” to his/her own or other employee’s safety and the
employer could not have made a reasonable accommodation. 42
U.S.C. section 12113(a),(b).

The court denied certiorari in the following cases of interests:

Repayment of Release Consideration
Prior to Asserting Age Claim

Review was denied in Hines v ABB Vetco Gray Inc, U.S. Sup.
Ct. no. 96-546,an unpublished Fifth Circuit decision holding
that while agreements to waive age discrimination claims that failed
to meet the requirements of the Older Workers Benefit Protection
Act are voidable at the employee’s election,failure to “tender back”
the consideration paid in exchange for the waiver in a timely man-
ner precludes a discharged employee’s lawsuit on those claims. The
Fifth Circuit’s tender back requirement conflicts with the Sixth Cir-
cuit’s recent decision in Raczak v Ameritech Corp.,72 FEP Cases
1357 (6th Cir. 1997),holding that tendering back the considera-
tion is not required.

State Law Defamation Claim Not Preempted
The Supreme Court also declined review of the Eighth Circuit’s

decision in Schnuck Markets,Inc. v Luecke, U.S. Sup. Ct. Case No.
96-646,ruling below, 85 F.3d 356 (8th Cir. 1996),which held that
an employee’s state law defamation claim alleging that the employer
disseminated false statements regarding his alleged refusal to take
a drug test under a testing policy, adopted pursuant to a manage-
ment rights clause but not incorporated into the collective bargaining
agreement,is not inextricably intertwined with the contract and thus
not preempted by Section 301 of the Labor Management Relations
Act.

Hostile Envir onment Sexual Harassment
In Weller v Citation Oil and Gas Corporation,84 F.3d 191 (5th

Cir. 1996),the Fifth Circuit held that conduct that sporadically
wounds or offends but does not hinder a female employee’s per-
formance does not create a hostile work environment. A jury
found a hostile work environment was created when a male super-
visor gave a female employee a copy of an article concerning the
“spirit of Jezebel,” which described a “controlling,” manipulative,”
and “corrupting” spirit primarily embodied in females. The Fifth
Circuit set aside the verdict ruling that “Title VII was only meant
to bar conduct that is so severe and pervasive that it destroys a pro-
tected class member’s opportunity to compete in the workplace.”
The Supreme Court denied review in this case on January 6,
1997. U.S. Sup. Ct. 96-428.
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FEDERAL COURTS
UPDATE

E. SHARON CLARK

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE
EASTERN DISTRICT OF MICHIGAN

FMLA Lea ve Period Strictly Construed
The court in Pert v. Value RX,1996 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 17748

(Oct. 9,1996) found that because plaintiff ’s Family and Medical
Leave Act (“FMLA ”) leave extended beyond the twelve-week
period provided by the statute, she relinquished FMLA protection.
Accordingly, defendant did not violate the FMLA by placing the
plaintiff in a different position upon her return to work. The court
was not persuaded by plaintiff ’s arguments that: (1) the defendant’s
separate leave policies created an extension of FMLA-mandated
leave; and (2) section 2652 of the FMLA authorizes such an
extension.

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE
WESTERN DISTRICT OF MICHIGAN

Just Cause Provision Does Not Survive Lapse of CBA
Plaintiff ’s breach of contract claim did not survive a summary

judgment motion because there was no evidence that the company
and union entered into a new agreement following the lapsed CBA
in Lattin v. Kurdziel Iron of Rothbury, Inc., 1996 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
18841 (Nov. 15,1996).

Plaintiff was discharged following the lapse of the CBA. The
union grieved the discharge through mediation, the last step of the
grievance procedure. He then filed this action alleging the employer
breached its contractual duty not to fire him without just cause. The
court observed that the right to be discharged only for just cause
is strictly a creature of the CBA and does not extend beyond expi-
ration. 

While an employer and union can enter into an unwritten or
implied labor agreement pending negotiation of a new CBA,
defendant maintains that it did not do so. As plaintiff did not pre-
sent evidence that the parties bargained for or agreed to anything
beyond what they were already statutorily required to do,the court
agreed with the company’s contention that its participation in the
grievance procedure was evidence of its desire not to engage in an
unfair labor practice and was not evidence of entering into a new
agreement.

UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS FOR THE
SIXTH CIRCUIT

NLRB Must Show Job Availability as Part of 
Prima Facie Case

In NLRB v. Fluor Daniel,Inc., No. 94-6108,1996 FED App.
0389P (6th Cir., Dec. 18,1996),the court held that job availabil-
ity in failure to hire cases is an element of a prima facie case and
remanded for a determination on that issue.

The Boilermakers’Union distributed job applications to mem-
bers who had volunteered to work as union organizers at the elec-
tric power generating facilities where Fluor Daniel was providing
service and maintenance work under a three-year contract. The

Union returned 43 completed applications to the company; 42 appli-
cations contained the description “voluntary union organizer” or
similar words.

Two of the voluntary union organizers, John Coons and
Steven Coons,were offered positions,but were not hired because
their welding certif ications had expired and they failed the tube
welding test required by the company.

Another applicant,Scotty Bolen,passed an easier stick-weld-
ing test and was hired. Bolen asked a Fluor Daniel employee what
would happen if he refused to cross the picket line that had gone
up at the plant and was allegedly told, ‘“Well, the first time we give
you an excused absence, the second time will be a written warn-
ing and the third time, we will terminate you.” Bolen worked only
one day before he left to honor a second picket line that went up
at the site. According to Bolen,he then called Fluor Daniel and said
that he would return to work if the picket line came down before
the work was completed. The company did not call him after the
picket line came down.

The Sixth Circuit rejected Fluor Daniel’s argument that the vol-
unteer organizers were not employees under the National Labor
Relations Act (the “Act”). If paid union organizers are employees,
as the Supreme Court held in Town & Country Elec., Inc. v.
NLRB, 34 F.3d 625 (8th Cir. 1994),rev’d, 116 S.Ct. 450 (1995),
then unpaid organizers are employees as well.

Fluor Daniel also argued that the NLRB tacitly participated
in the Union’s “Fight Back” campaign,which constituted an
abuse of its processes. The court rejected this argument,holding
that it does not have jurisdiction to refuse to enforce otherwise
appropriate orders of the NLRB based on economic theory.

The court agreed with Fluor Daniel’s argument that the NLRB
should have been required to show evidence of job availability at
the liability stage of its proceedings,rather than deferring that issue
until the compliance stage. The court borrowed and modified the
McDonnell Douglas Title VII fr amework for refusal to hire cases,
requiring the NLRB to show as its prima facie case:(1) that the
employer is covered by the Act; (2) that the applicant is covered
by the Act; (3) that the applicant applied for a job and was quali-
fied for a job for which the employer was seeking applicants; (4)
that despite those qualifications,the applicant was not hired; (5)
that anti-union animus contributed to the decision not to hire; and
(6) the position remained open and the employer continued to seek
applicants from persons with the applicant’s qualifications.

The court granted the NLRB’s petition for enforcement with
regard to Bolen and the Coons brothers. Substantial evidence
supported the finding that Bolen’s offer to return to work and Fluor
Daniel’s failure to contact him constituted constructive discharge.
There was also substantial evidence that the Coons brothers were
treated disparately because of their self-designation as “voluntary
union organizers.” The court noted that another applicant for the
tube welder position,who had not designated himself as a “vol-
untary union organizer,” was hired the same day he took his first
tube welding test before the test results were known. He in fact failed
the first test but passed when he was re-tested.

Partnership Indicia Determine Employment Status 
The difference between a partner and an employee for purposes

of the Age Discrimination in Employment Act, the Employee
Retirement Income Security Act, and the Ohio age discrimination
law was examined in Simpson v. Ernst & Young, 1996 FED App.
0356P (6th Cir., Nov. 8,1996). Following the 1989 merger of the
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accounting firm of Arthur Young & Co. with Ernst & Whinney to
form Ernst & Young, plaintiff was discharged as part of a systematic
discharge of older partners during an 18-month period.

Appealing the trial court’s decision that Simpson was an
employee, Ernst & Young argued that the trial court erroneously
applied the “economic realities”test of Lilley v. BTM Corp., 958
F.2d 746 (6th Cir.), cert. denied, 506 U.S. 940 (1992),because it
had been overruled by Nationwide Mutual Ins. Co. v. Darden,503
U.S. 318 (1992),which mandated a common law test using agency
law principles.

The Sixth Circuit found no material difference between Lil -
ley’seconomic realities test and Darden’s common-law agency test.
While neither the Sixth Circuit nor the Supreme Court has con-
sidered the partner versus employee issue, the circuits that have con-
sidered it have left the determination to a case-by-case resolution
based on the totality of the circumstances with particular reference
to the indicia of partnership status codified in the Uniform Part-
nership Act. 

Applying these indicia,the court found that Simpson had few,
if any, meaningful attributes of a partner and was for all practical
purposes an employee. Along with other personnel,Simpson was
required to execute documents that centralized all management of
the firm and its assets in an intentionally ambiguous business struc-
ture calculated to divest Simpson and others of all meaningful part-
nership participation. He and his colleagues were subject to the vir-
tually absolute, unilateral control of the Management Committee.
He had no authority to direct or participate in the admission or dis-
charge of partners or other firm personnel,to participate in deter-
mining compensation, to participate in the vote for the chairman
or the members of the Management Committee or to participate
in the firm’s profits and losses. He had no right to examine the books
and records; he was required to execute a will mandating that his
heirs accept as binding the accounts provided by Ernst & Young
with no right of inspection or verif ication; he had no authority to
sign promissory notes,or pledge, transfer, or otherwise assign his
interest in the firm; he was refused access to client account data;
and he was denied participation in annual performance reviews.

Agreeing with the trial court’s decision that Simpson was an
employee, the court affirmed the jury’s award for past earnings,past
benefits, future earnings,and future benefits under the ADEA claim,
damages on the ERISA claim and prejudgment interest on the state
claim.

Punitive Damages Not Available in Section 504 Claim
In Moreno v. Consolidated Rail Corporation,1996 FED App.

0348P (6th Cir., Nov. 4,1996),the Sixth Circuit decided that Con-
rail, by accepting federal funds for its railroad crossing improve-
ments,was subject to Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973,
29 U.S.C. § 794,which prohibits discrimination against handicapped
individuals by recipients of federal funds. The court also held that
punitive damages are not recoverable for violations of § 504. 

Moreno,a Conrail employee for 36 years,was removed from
his position as a car inspector foreman on the basis of the work
restrictions that included avoidance of irregular meal breaks and
irregular shifts because of his diabetes mellitus. Conrail argued that
it was not subject to the Rehabilitation Act because it was not a
recipient of federal financial assistance. The court disagreed.
Under the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991
and predecessor legislation, the federal government appropriates
funds for use by the states for eliminating the hazards of railway-
highway crossings. In Michigan,the program is implemented by
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the Michigan Department of Transportation,which conducts a bien-
nial safety-oriented review of each railroad crossing in the state.
Where improvements are needed, the MDOT issues orders to the
railroad requiring that the improvements be made regardless of
whether federal funds are available. The railroad, which owns and
operates the crossings,makes the improvements,then is reimbursed
by the state with federal funds. In some instances the railroad is
not reimbursed for the entire cost of the improvement. Thus,in the
court’s view, Conrail was the recipient of federal funds because the
federal government paid for an obligation that Conrail would
otherwise have had to pay out of its own funds. In addition, Con-
rail voluntarily decided to accept federal funds and necessarily
accepted the obligations of the Rehabilitation Act along with its ben-
efits.

Monetary damages for violations of § 504 are not expressly
authorized in the statute, but federal courts have held for many years
that compensatory damages are available. Punitive damages,how-
ever, have been allowed by only one U.S. district court. In this case,
the jury awarded punitive damages,but the district court declined
to let the award stand, and the Sixth Circuit agreed. To reach this
conclusion,the court engaged in a two-part inquiry: whether there
is any clear indication of congressional intent to limit the pre-
sumption in favor of any and all appropriate damage remedies and
whether, absent such indication, the remedy is appropriate.

There is no legislative history for this court-created right of
action,so the court reviewed subsequent congressional actions for
guidance. Neither the Civil Rights Equalization Act passed in 1986
nor the Civil Rights Restoration Act passed in 1987 contained any
indication that Congress desired to change the established view that
punitive damages were not available under § 504. The Civil Rights
Act of 1991 made punitive damages available for the first time to
actions under § 501 of the Rehabilitation Act, Title VII, and the

PLAIN

BRITISH
from Frank E. Cooper,

Writing In Law Practice(1963) at 3:

. . . it is difficult to imagine a state-
ment either more compressed or more
succinctly clear than an oft-quoted
rejoinder of Lord Birkett. When a
prisoner standing before his bench proclaimed theatrically,
“As God is my judge, I am innocent!”Lord Birkett replied:
“He isn’t; I am; and you’re not.”

* * *
It is said that on a recent occasion,a law clerk for a

British Appellate Court prepared for their lordship’s signa-
tures a ceremonial letter to the Queen,which began:“Your
Majesty, keenly conscious as we are of our many grave defi-
ciencies . . .” When the draft was read for the approval of the
lords,one protested vehemently that he was not conscious
of many grave deficiencies,and that if he were, he would be
unworthy of his place on the bench. To secure the assent of
this doughty judge to the form of the letter, it was amended
to read:“. . . keenly conscious as we are of one another’s
many grave deficiencies . . .”

(Continued on page 22)



MICHIGAN SUPREME
COURT UPDATE

David A. Rhem
Varnum, Riddering, Schmidt & Howlett LLP

Reassignment of Administr ator Tr iggers “Non-Renewal”
Clause Requiring Wr itten Notice.

In a statutory interpretation case, the Michigan Supreme
Court ruled 4-3 that reassignment of a school administrator to a non-
administrative position constitutes “non-renewal” of the adminis-
trator’s employment contract under state law. Sanders v Delton Kel-
logg Schools, 453 Mich 483 (1996). The court interpreted the
“non-renewal” provision broadly, finding that it included termination
from an administrative position,not just termination of the employ-
ment relationship. As such, the school district violated the “non-
renewal” provision by failing to provide the administrator with 60
days’ written notice of the reassignment to a non-administrative
teaching position.

Workers’ Compensation “Coming and 
Going” Concept Clar if ied.

The Supreme Court addressed when an employer is obligated
to pay workers’ compensation benefits to an employee injured
while traveling to work under the “coming and going” provision of
the Workers’ Disability Compensation Act (“WDCA”). In Simkins
v General Motors,No. 102150,the employee parked in an employer-
owned lot but then rode with another employee from there and parked
in a second privately ownedparking lot on the other side of the plant.
While crossing the street to enter the plant,she was hit by a car. The
court held that an employee who is injured on property notowned,
leased, or maintained by the employer while either going to or com-
ing from work may recover benefits only if the employee is travel-
ing in a reasonably direct route between property, i.e., a parking lot
which isowned, leased, or maintained by the employer and the work
site itself. The case was remanded for additional factual development
under this standard. The court also ruled, however, that an employee’s
injuries are not within the scope of employment if they occur on a
public street or other property not owned, leased, or maintained by
the employer when the employee is traveling directly to or from a
non-employer parking lot.

Coordination of Workers’ Compensation Benefits With an
Employee’s Early Withdr awal of Pension Plan Benefits.

The WDCA permits employers to coordinate the payment of
workers’ compensation benefits with employer-provided pension
or retirement benefits received during the same time period. In con-
solidated cases — Corbett v Plymouth Township; Dane v Stroh
Brewery Co.; White v McClouth,Nos. 97085,97599,10251:9
MIWCLR 2026 (12/27/96) — the Supreme Court determined
how to handle situations involving lump sum withdrawal of retire-
ment monies. The court established several rules. First, when
lump sum pension payments are withdrawn early, then workers’
compensation benefits are subject to coordination on an amortized
basis. However, if the withdrawn pension funds are “rolled over”
into an IRA,then no employer offset is permitted until the IRA (pen-
sion) funds are withdrawn, or until the point in time that the
employee would otherwise have begun receiving the pension pay-
ments under the employer’s pension plan,whichever occurs first.
The court also disallowed coordination of workers’ compensation
benefits paid by a successor employer and pension payments
received by the employee from the Pension Benefit Guaranty
Corporation after the employee’s predecessor employer went
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MORE from the
DEVIL ’S

DICTION ARY
From Ambrose Bierce, The Devil’ s Dictionary (1911):

Conservative, n. A statesman who is enamored of
existing evils, as distinguished from the Liberal,who
wishes to replace them with others.

Corporation, n. An ingenious device for obtaining
individual profit without individual responsibility.

Education, n.That which discloses to the wise and dis-
guises from the foolish their lack of understanding.

Executive, n. An officer of the Government,whose
duty it is to enforce the wishes of the legislative power
until such time as the judicial department shall be
pleased to pronounce them invalid and of no effect. 

Litig ant, n.A person about to give up his skin for the
hope of retaining his bones.

Litig ation, n.A machine which you go into as a pig
and come out of as a sausage.

Peace, n. In international affairs,a period of cheating
between two periods of fighting.

Telephone, n.An invention of the devil which abro-
gates some of the advantages of making a disagreeable
person keep his distance.



were Afr ican-American. At the other location of the employer, the
majority of workers were also Afr ican-American; however, that
office was in good condition. The employee alleged violations of
the Whistle-blowers’ Protection Act and the Civil Rights Act.
The trial court granted the employer’s motion for summary dis-
position brought under MCR 2.116(C) (10). The court of appeals
affirmed.

Held: there was insufficient evidence that the employer had
notice of plaintiff ’s complaints before the employer terminated her.

Held:plaintiff did not establish a violation of the Civil Rights
Act when her office, staffed by a majority of Afr ican-American
employees,was in deplorable condition but when the other office,
also staffed by a majority of Afr ican-American employees,was in
good condition.

Municipal administr ative assistant/personnel director
appointed by the mayor did not have a cause of action for
wrongful discharge, for violation of the Fir st Amendment,
depr ivation of due process,or fr aud.

In James v City of Burton,No. 190040,January 14,1997,plain-
tif f had been appointed by the mayor to the position of adminis-
trative assistant/personnel director. When a new mayor was elected,
plaintiff received notice that he would not be reappointed by the
new mayor. The city charter listed a number of positions which were
at-will. Plaintiff ’s position was not listed. The trial court granted
the defendants motion for summary disposition. The court of
appeals affirmed.

Held:Plaintiff was a political appointee who served at the plea-
sure of the mayor. Neither the city charter nor the city’s policy man-
ual created a just-cause contract. Termination of plaintiff did not
violate the First Amendment because the plaintiff ’s job description
provided for a close working relationship with the mayor.

Modif ication of contract by Civil Service Commission
invalid because it was not confined to renegotiated provision
of original contract.

In Michigan State Employees Association v Michigan Civil Ser-
vice Commission,No. 17777,November 22,1996,the court of
appeals affirmed the trial court’s grant of summary disposition for
the plaintiff, finding that the Civil Service Commission violated
its own rules by modifying a contract which was only renegotiated
in its wage provision.

Held:A contract modification by the Civil Service Commis-
sion which was not confined to the wage provision actually rene-
gotiated by the parties is void and severable from the contract.

Fir st year probationary teacher not entitled to an
individualized development plan.

In Matt Van Gessel v Lakewood Public Schools,No. 182954,
November 12,1996,the court of appeals affirmed the trial court’s
summary judgment in defendant’s favor on the claim of a first-year
probationary teacher for violation of the teacher tenure act. Held:
a first-year probationary teacher employed for a full year and ter-
minated at the end of the school year for unsatisfactory perform-
ance is not entitled to an individualized development plan pursuant
to the teacher tenure act,MCL 38.83A(1).
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MICHIGAN COUR T OF
APPEALS UPDATE

Daniel Misteravich

Sue Ellen Eisenberg, P.C.

Nicotine addiction is not a handicap under the
Handicappers’ Civil Rights Act.

In Stevens v Inland Waters,No. 177140,November 22,1996,
an employer had a work rule which prohibited smoking on com-
pany property. The employee, a security guard, admitted smoking
while in the guard house. After two warnings,the employer dis-
charged the employee. The employee brought a claim against his
employer and his supervisor under the Handicappers’Civil Rights
Act. The trial court granted the defendant’s motion for summary
disposition. The court of appeals affirmed.

Held:An addiction to nicotine which does not substantially
limit a person’s major life activities is not a handicap within the
meaning of the act.

An award of social security disability benefits judiciall y
estopped plaintiff ’s claims under the Handicappers’ Civil
Rights Act.

In Tranker v Figgie International,No. 188152,January 3,1997,
the employee was seriously injured in an automobile accident. After
the accident,he was physically compromised. He returned to
work in reduced capacity. In 1991,he applied for social security
disability benefits, claiming total disability. In February 1992,the
employer terminated the employee for threatening his supervisor.
The employer had an express policy not to discriminate because
of a physical or mental handicap. The employee brought a claim
under the Handicappers’Civil Rights Act. He also claimed breach
of contract based upon the policy which prohibited discrimination
based upon a physical or mental handicap. The trial court granted
the employer’s motion for summary disposition. The court of
appeals affirmed.

Held:An employee who applies for and is granted social secu-
rity disability benefits based upon total disability is judicially
estopped from bringing a claim under the Handicappers’ Civil
Rights Act. The employee is also barred from claiming breach of
the employment contract based upon the employer’s non-dis-
crimination policy.

Under Whistle-blowers’ Protection Act, employee did not
provide sufficient evidence that employer was aware of
employee’s complaints — No discrimination where two
employer offices were staffed by a majority of Afr ican-
Americans and one office had deplorable conditions but the
other did not.

In Roberson v Occupational Health Centers of America,No.
186020,December 3,1996,plaintiff, an Afr ican-American,was
hired to work at one of defendant’s offices. She found the office
in a deplorable condition. She filed a complaint with the Depart-
ment of Health,but she did not tell anyone that she filed the com-
plaint. She testified that she told a manager that if things didn’t
improve she would go to OSHA. Her employment was terminated.
At the office where plaintiff worked, the majority of workers



be joined to the teaching unit,in part, because of their long history
of successful representation in a separate unit. Therefore, MERC
ordered an election involving only JROTC instructors and atten-
dance officers. 

JOINT EMPLO YERS DID NOT VIOLA TE SECTION
15 OF PERA BY SUBCONTRACTING BARGAINING
UNIT WORK TO A PRIVATE COMPANY.

In Ingham County Board of Commissioners and Ingham
County Sheriff, MERC Case No. C95 J-211,the Commission
adopted ALJ Nora Lynch’s order recommending dismissal of the
unfair labor practice charge filed by the Fraternal Order of Police.
The FOP’s charge alleged that the employers unilaterally contracted
with third parties to perform bargaining unit work without its con-
sent. The County entered into a contract with a private security firm
to monitor one of its buildings; the Circuit Court subsequently
entered into a separate contract with the same firm to monitor the
Court’s area at City Hall. MERC characterized the issue as whether
the joint employers had a duty to negotiate with the FOP over the
issue of contract security services.

The FOP argued that the County’s involvement as fiscal con-
trol body for the Courts gave it effective control over the Circuit
Court’s decision thereby requiring the County to bargain over the
private security contract. However, the Commission adopted the
ALJ’s conclusion that the Circuit Court’s decision to contract with
a private company for security services was not a matter within the
sole control of either joint employer, citing Berrien County Pro-
bate Court and County of Berrien,1995 MERC Lab Op 209,and
Wayne Circuit Judges v Wayne County, 383 Mich 10,172 NW2d
436 (1969). The decision to contract for security services for the
Court facilities at City Hall was an exercise of the Circuit Court’s
independent authority.

Regarding the County’s service contract, the Commission
adopted the ALJ’s conclusion that building security of the type per-
formed by the employees of the private contractor had never pre-
viously been provided by Sheriff ’s deputies. The services provided
by the private contractor were in addition to,not a replacement for,
the services provided by the deputies.

EMPLOYER NOT REQUIRED TO GIVE NEWL Y
CERTIFIED UNION ADVANCE NOTICE AND AN
OPPORTUNITY TO BARGAIN BEFORE REDUCING
WORK HOURS.

In Colon Community Schools,MERC Case No. C95 H-163,
the Commission adopted the order of ALJ James Kurtz regarding
an unfair labor practice charge filed by Service Employees Inter-
national Union (SEIU). Approximately two weeks after SEIU was
certif ied, the employer reduced all employees’work hours by 50%.
SEIU alleged both a discrimination violation by reason of the
employer’s intention to target union leaders,and a bargaining vio-
lation by reason of unilateral change in working conditions.

The ALJ found no evidence of animosity toward the union or
the activities of the employees on its behalf, and thus rejected the
discrimination claim. Regarding the bargaining ULP, the ALJ
rejected the employer’s contention that it had no obligation to bar-
gain the alleged transfer of unit work to others outside the unit
because of the recent amendments to PERA enacted in 1994 PA
112. That is, the amended statute relates to subcontracting of unit
work to an independent employer, not the transfer of work among
employees of an individual employer. Further, the ALJ, citing
Branch ISD, 1994 MERC Lab Op 163,concluded that the fluctu-
ating or temporary assignments of unit employees in this case did
not establish new working conditions that bound the employer; nor
did it require the employer to give SEIU advance notice and an
opportunity to bargain before changing such assignments.
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MERC UPDATE
Douglas V. Wilcox

White, Przybylowicz,Schneider & Baird, P.C.

EMPLOYER’S INCREASED DISCIPLINE OF
EMPLOYEE ENGAGED IN PROTECTED ACTIVITY
IS AN UNFAIR LABOR PRA CTICE.

In City of Kalamazoo,MERC Case No. C95 K-242,MERC
adopted the order of ALJ Roy Roulhac regarding a ULP charge filed
by the Kalamazoo Municipal Employees Association. The union
alleged that the employer terminated one of its employees
(Tanksley) without just cause so as to intimidate, interfere with,or
coerce members of the union from exercising their rights as pub-
lic employees.

Tanksley served as a union representative on the employer’s
committee to reduce the cost of government services. At an Octo-
ber 31 committee meeting, employees were invited to ask questions
and offer feedback about the city’s plan to reduce costs. Tanksley
asked a question and made a comment about employees’bumping
rights. When another employee began to speak,Tanksley interrupted
him. 

On November 2,Tanksley was asked to attend a meeting, but
was not told of the purpose of the meeting. When the meeting began,
the employer told Tanksley that the meeting was called to discuss
her rude behavior at the committee meeting. The employer also said
she would receive a verbal warning for her conduct. Tanksley imme-
diately requested union representation and the meeting was briefly
postponed. The meeting reconvened with a union representative pre-
sent,at which time the employer increased Tanksley’s discipline
to a written reprimand. An argument ensued and Tanksley was sus-
pended without pay. Tanksley was subsequently discharged.

Regarding the committee meeting, MERC concluded that
Tanksley was engaged in protected activity because she was pre-
sent as a union representative and was discussing matters that could
affect working conditions. Further, the MERC concluded that
Tanksley’s interruption at that meeting was not so flagrant so as
to remove her activity from the protection of PERA. 

Regarding the meeting of November 2,MERC concluded that
Tanksley was engaged in protected concerted activity because the
purpose of the meeting was to impose and/or discuss discipline
imposed as a result of her protected concerted activity on October
31. However, MERC noted that regardless of whether Tanksley had
a Weingarten right to union representation at that meeting, the
employer violated PERA by increasing her discipline to a written
warning and later suspending her pending discharge. Finally, the
Commission held that Tanksley’s conduct at the November 2
meeting consisted of no more than continued interruptions and argu-
mentative behavior, conduct not so flagrant as to render her unfit
for further service.

JROTC INSTRUCTORS AND ATTENDANCE
OFFICERS MAY NOT BE ACCRETED TO A
BARGAINING UNIT OF TEACHING EMPLO YEES.

In Grand Rapids Public Schools,MERC Case No. R96 A-8, the
Grand Rapids Education Association (GREA) sought to accrete to
its existing unit of teaching employees a unit composed of JROTC
instructors and attendance officers. That unit had previously been rep-
resented by another union which had disclaimed any interest in rep-
resenting that unit beyond the terms of the existing contract.

The Commission first determined that GREA’s petition was
timely under the rule in Comstock Park Public Schools,1980 MERC
Lab Op 523,527,which extended the normal contract bar rule in
cases involving employees of a public school district. It then con-
cluded that JROTC instructors and attendance officers should not



LETTERS
TO

LAWNOTES
Congratulations on the Winter 1996 edition of Lawnotes.It is

outstanding. I particularly enjoyed the boxes you’ve included with
quotes from Bugliosi,definitions,etc.

The front page article regarding the taxability of settlements in
employment litigation by Ted Opperwall and Tom Hammerschmidt
was a very important announcement about a significant change in
the law. I suggest that practitioners will find an article in the Novem-
ber 1996 edition of TRIAL magazine especially helpful in coping
with this problem. The Article is entitled “What Schleier and
Amended §104(a)(2) Mean to Your Practice:Tax Considerations in
Pleadings and Settlement Agreements”by Professors J. Martin
Burke and Michael K. Friel.

The article is well reasoned and carefully researched. It con-
tains a number of practical pointers for attorneys handling cases
in this area. I recommend it to anyone with an employment case
pending, as every conceivable case is affected somehow by the
changes in the law. Until the IRS proposes regulations under the
amendments,there is very little else to rely upon for guidance.

— Sheldon J. Stark, Stark and Gordon,Royal Oak

* * *
I really liked the last issue of Lawnotes.In addition to the arti-

cles,the inclusion of material like Bugliosi on Judges,quotations
from the Devil’ s Dictionary, etc. adds a nice touch.

— Karl Brevitz, Education Director, ICLE, Ann Arbor
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THE JOY
OF LABOR

LAW
“Non-natur al Parties” and Plain English. In an

attempt to explain sequestration rules to parties and witnesses,
the NLRB has adopted model language to be read at hear-
ings and posted in hearing rooms. See Greyhound Lines,Inc.,
319 NLRB 554 (1995). There is only one little problem with
the 250-plus word explanation. Many of the attorneys,wit-
nesses and members of the public will not understand it. The
model language includes such gems as “natural persons
who are not parties”, “representatives of non-natural parties”,
“alleged discriminatees” and “potential witnesses”(as
opposed to witnesses who lack potential?). The problem is
not cured by the concluding inquiry prescribed by the model:
“Are there any questions?”Like what: “Exactly how does this
sequestration stuff affect alleged non-discriminatees of a non-
natural non-party who may have some knowledge of what
transpired, hereinafter called the non-natural non-party of the
first part?” Beware of Boardspeak.

Four-legged Potential Witnesses? “The record shows
that the dogs are merely four-legged passengers in plaintiff ’s
cars each day.” Bolick v. Brevard County Sheriff ’s Dept., 937
F. Supp. 1560,1566 (M.D. Fla. 1996). Perhaps this is what
the Board means by non-natural non-parties who may be
potential witnesses.

The Board Curve. A federal court of appeals rejected
an employer’s “statistical arguments”that the “ALJ’s method
for determining credibility of witnesses”was biased because
the ALJ ruled against employers on “550 of 589 total alle-
gations”. Fieldcrest Cannon,Inc. v. NLRB, 157 LRRM
2385,2388 (4th Cir. 1996). The NLRB countered by offer-
ing its own statistics:“of the ALJ’s prior 79 cases,courts have
reviewed only 16,and of these 16,courts have fully enforced
13”. 153 LRRM at 2388. In ruling that it will “not rate a
judge” by the percentage of times he rules “on a given side
of a case”because “statistics tell us little or nothing”,the court
put into practice Mark Twain’s observation, “There are
three kinds of lies:lies,damned lies and statistics”.

Can’t Keep A Secret. In an employment discrimination
case, plaintiff McGreevy sought an order requiring defendant
to return a privileged memorandum,written by McGreevy to
his attorney. The memo,it seems,had been “inadvertently”
turned over during discovery. McGreevy’s three-page memo
discussed “strategies for settling this litigation”, the pros and
cons of “describing his illness as ̀ occupational’” and his sug-
gestion “that he could quit his job for tactical reasons”.
McGreevy v CSS Industries,Inc., 71 FEP Cases 1645 (E.D.
Penn. 1996). The court found that the memo “lost its ‘priv-
ileged’status when inadvertently disclosed during discovery”.
71 FEP Cases at 1646. McGreevy’s position was not helped
by the fact that his lawyer attached another copy of the
memo to his unsealed motion. This,said the court, waived the
privilege a second time by putting the memo “in the public
domain”. 71 FEP Cases at 1646-7. The court also noted that
the “descriptions of plaintiff-lawyer communications found
in the reply brief” contained additional disclosures of “priv-
ileged material beyond the McGreevy Memorandum”. Id., n.
4. To quote Shakespeare: “I am slow of study”.

John G. Adam

I am often asked by an attorney or representative of a party
about the Board’s rules for service of documents. As most of you
know, the Board’s Rules and Regulations,Sections 102.112,et seq.,
set forth the Board’s rules regarding service of documents. One of
the less common provisions is that involving service on the Board
by hand. Apparently, this has happened where counsel was running
late in filing its brief or other document and concluded that the only
way service could be timely made was to hand deliver documents
to the Board. The Board’s rules provide for hand delivery but also
require that the other parties “shall be promptly notified of such
action by telephone followed by service of a copy in a manner des-
ignated to insure receipt by them by the close of the next business
day.” Section 102.114(a).

As many of you know, the NLRB Judges Division has recently
hired a number of new Administrative Law Judges and has also made
changes in some of the administrative positions. Thus, Judge
Michael Miller succeeds Judge Bernard Reiss as Deputy Chief ALJ,
and Judge Stephen Gross succeeds Judge Miller as Assistant Chief
ALJ. Both Judge Miller and Judge Gross are stationed in the
Board’s Washington,D.C. offices. For those of you who have
cases on the west coast,the Board’s San Francisco office of the Divi-
sion of Judges has a new head with the appointment of Judge William
Schmidt as Deputy Chief ALJ succeeding Judge Earldean Robbins
who retired.The next meeting of the Region 7 Practice and Proce-
dure Committee is scheduled for mid-April, 1997. As always,I wel-
come your questions or issues that you would like to have the local
practice and procedure committee address. The committee is made
up of representatives of management,labor and the National Labor
Relations Board. Your questions or comments may be sent to me
directly at the NLRB or sent to any member of the Committee.

NLRB PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE
(Continued from page 14)
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NLRB WINTER
UPDATE

George M. Mesrey

Abbott,Nicholson,Quilter, Esshaki & Youngblood, P.C.

WITHDRA WAL OF RECOGNITION . In Lee Lumber, 322
NLRB No. 14 (September 6,1996),the NLRB clarif ied its practice
of presuming that, when an employer unlawfully fails or refuses to
recognize and bargain with an incumbent union,any employee dis-
affection that arises during the course of that failure or refusal
results from the earlier unlawful conduct. In the absence of unusual
circumstances,this presumption of unlawful taint can only be rebut-
ted by an employer’s showing that employee disaffection arose after
the employer resumed its recognition of the union and bargained for
a reasonable period of time without committing any additional
unfair labor practices that would detrimentally affect the bargaining.

In reaching this conclusion, the NLRB did not reach the
issue of whether or not an employer can withdraw recognition in
the absence of a secret ballot election. As reported previously, the
NLRB General Counsel advocated during oral argument of this case
that the NLRB should disregard its long-standing objective con-
siderations test for withdrawal of recognition and instead, require
a secret ballot election prior to taking such action. Apparently, the
NLRB was unwilling to take this step inasmuch as the issue was
not discussed in its decision. The issue of whether an employer can
withdraw recognition in the absence of a secret ballot election is
pending before the NLRB in Chelsea Industries,Inc. (UAW), 7-
CA-36846 and 7-CA-37016.

ALLOCA TION FORMULA UNDER BECK. In Commu-
nications Workers of America, Local 9403 (Pacific Bell), 322
NLRB No. 22 (September 30,1996),the Local Union applied a
nationwide allocation formula for chargeable costs calculated by
the International Union in its disclosure statements sent to Beck
objectors. An unfair labor practice charge was filed against the Local
Union alleging that it breached its duty of fair representation by
failing to allocate representational costs on a unit-by-unit basis.

The NLRB found that the nationwide allocation formula sat-
isfies the duty of fair representation. The NLRB noted, however,
that an objector does not have to accept as chargeable the figure
produced by the application of the formula. This figure may be chal-
lenged in a subsequent procedure where the union will bear the bur-
den of proving that local union expenditures are chargeable to the
degree asserted. But absent a challenge proceeding establishing the
inapplicability of the nationwide allocation formula to local union
expenditures,the initial application of such an allocation formula
in disclosure statements is not per se unlawful.

ALTER EGO/SINGLE EMPLO YER. In Johnston Corp.,
322 NLRB No. 141 (January 6,1997),the NLRB addressed a long-
standing issue concerning the relationship between the alter ego and
single-employer concepts. In Gartner-Graf Co.,308 NLRB 531
(1992),the NLRB held that the alter ego doctrine is in effect a sub-
set of the single employer concept (i.e., not all single employers are
alter egos,but all alter egos by definition must meet the criteria for
single employer status). This holding caused confusion among prac-
titioners as well the courts. Finally, in Johnston Corp., the NLRB
clarified its holding in Gartner-Graf Co.by concluding that the con-

cepts of alter ego and single employer are separate but related con-
cepts. Thus,the NLRB was able to justify its decision in Johnston
Corp. that the employer was an alter ego but not a single employer.

CREDIBILITY DETERMIN ATIONS. In Medeco Security
Locks,322 NLRB No. 108 (November 29,1996),the NLRB dis-
cussed the wide latitude Administrative Law Judges have to make
credibility determinations. In the instant case, the ALJ was confronted
with conflicting testimony by three witnesses and credited one ver-
sion based on the demeanor of the witness in question. The NLRB
sustained the ALJ’s decision and held that credibility is function not
only of what a witness says but also how the witness says it. The les-
son for practitioners is that initial credibility determinations are cru-
cial because they are rarely overturned by the NLRB on appeal.

FEDERAL COURTS UPDATE
(Continued from page 17)
ADA, but did not extend the provision to § 504. The court thus con-
cluded that the amendments to the Rehabilitation Act made over
the years without altering the existing understanding that punitive
damages were not available was a clear indication that Congress
did not intend to allow such damages. 

Even if Congressional intent were less than clear, the court
found sufficient reasons to hold that punitive damages are not appro-
priate under § 504. The limit on punitive damages in § 501 that is
not contained in § 504 would produce the anomalous result that a
plaintiff suing under an implied cause of action (§ 504) could
recover more than a plaintiff suing under the statutory remedy of
§ 501. Secondly, violations of § 504 are punished by another mech-
anism,i.e., the termination of federal funds,so punitive damages
would not be appropriate punishment. In addition, the court felt con-
strained by the principle of statutory construction that where a
statute expressly provides a particular remedy, a court must be care-
ful not to read other remedies into it. Here, the plaintiff would be
fully compensated for his injuries,so other remedies are not nec-
essary. Finally, the court noted that the judicial creation of a puni-
tive damages remedy would expand § 504 beyond “manageable
bounds”and recognizes the “increasingly problematic” aspects of
punitive damages in contemporary jurisprudence.

Effect of Release in FELA Actions
Plaintiffs in Babbitt, et al.,v. Norfolk & Western Railway Com-

pany, 1997 FED App. 001P (6th Cir., Jan. 2,1997) sued under the
Federal Employers’Liability Act, 45 U.S.C. §§ 51 and 55 (“FELA”)
for hearing loss allegedly caused by excessive noise levels during
their employment. All plaintif fs signed a Resignation and Release
Agreement (the “Release”) as part of Norfolk’s Voluntary Sepa-
ration Program,an early retirement plan that included a lump sum
payment and continuation of health and other benefits. 

The FELA provides that a negligent employer is liable for
injuries suffered by an employee and further provides that any con-
tract attempting to exempt a carrier from that liability is void. How-
ever, a release of FELA claims can have the same effect as any other
release if it constitutes a settlement or compromise of a specific
injury sustained by an employee. A release that attempts to extin-
guish potential future claims the employee might have is not
valid under the FELA. As the district court did not analyze whether
the Release was for specific injuries rather than an attempt to avoid
potential future liability, the court reversed the lower court’s grant
of summary judgment for Norfolk and remanded the case for a
determination of that issue.
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TWENT Y-SECOND ANNUAL
LABOR AND EMPLO YMENT

LAW SEMINAR
Co-sponsored by the Institute of Continuing Legal Education,

the State Bar of Michigan Labor and Employment Law
Section,and the Federal Mediation and

Conciliation Service

Thursday and Fr iday, Apr il 10-11,1997
MSU Management Education Center

811 Square Lake Road, Troy Michigan

Thursday, Apr il 10

Session I: 9:00-Noon

Navigating the ADA, FMLA, NLRA and Workers’ Compensation Thicket — 
Practitioner Strategies and Roadmaps

MERC and PERA Update

Michigan Wrongful Discharge and Employment Contract Law Update:
The Year In Review

NLRB Update

Session II:1:30-5:00 p.m.

TRACK ONE: Creative and TRACK TWO:
Successful Litigation Strategies ADA/FLMA

Using Pre-Trial Motions to Limit Handling Stress,Mental Impairment,
Evidence and Strengthen Your Case and Substance Abuse Cases Under 

the ADA

LEL SECTION SPONSORS
APRIL 10 RECEPTION

The Labor and Employment Law Section will sponsor a recep-
tion (refreshments,hors d’oeuvres,conversation) in connection with
the Twenty-Second Annual Labor and Employment Law Seminar
on Thursday, April 10, 1997.

The reception will be at the MSU Management Education
Center, 811 Square Lark Road in Troy, from 5:00 p.m. until 6:00 p.m.

All Section members are welcome (and encouraged) to attend.
You do not have to be a Seminar participant to attend, drink, eat or
converse at the reception.

Whether you are interested in mixing with seminar faculty, talk-
ing with Section officers about opportunities for involvement in Sec-
tion activities,or just eating your weight in hors d’oeuvres,please
come.

Luncheon with Judge Cohn — Noon-1:30 p.m.
Labor and Employment Litigation: A Perspective from the Federal Bench

Judge Avern L. Cohn, U.S. District Judge,
Eastern District of Michigan

Session II:1:30-5:00 p.m. (continued)

TRACK ONE: Creative and TRACK TWO:
Successful Litigation Strategies ADA/FLMA

What Makes A Million Dollar Verdict? Accommodating the ADA: Difficult
Accommodation Cases and 
Creative Solutions

Settlement Strategies:Unsettling News Drafting Personal Policies,
Procedures,and Forms for
FMLA Compliance

Employment Litigation Malpractice: An FMLA Case Study: Maximizing
Standards and Practice Employer and Employee

Rights Under the FMLA

Reception — 5:00-6:00 p.m.
Meet the faculty and network with your colleagues.

Sponsored by the Labor and Employment Law Section

Fr iday, Apr il 11
Session III: 9:00 a.m.-12:15 p.m.
TRACK ONE: Labor-Management TRACK TWO: General
Conflicts Employment Law Developments

Union Organizing Efforts and The Kennedy-Kassebaum Health
Disputes:Latest Developments Insurance Portability Act:

Compliance and Enforcement

Representation of Competing Public Employees and Personnel
Membership Claims and Interests Files:More Public than Personal?

Employee Benefit Plans: Professional Overtime? Application
Enforcing the Promise of the FLSA to Salaried Employees

Arbitration of a Wrongful Discharge The Workforce of the 21st Century?
Case:The Arbitrators Speak Contract and Contingent

Employees

Session IV: 1:30-4:45 p.m.
Employee Handbook and

Post-Heurtibise Arbitrations
Reductions in Force:

RIFs and ADEA Claims
Reverse Discrimination Suits:

Reversing Affirmative Action?
Law and Policy Review

Regulations of Religious Practices 
and Images in the Workplace

for registration information,
contact:

ICLE a t
(313) 764-0533
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INSIDE LAWNOTES
• John Entenman and John Birmingham survey the aftermath of the McKennonafter-acquired

evidence doctrine.

• EEOC Regional Attorney Adele Rapport provides guidance on the interplay between
workers’ compensation and the Americans With Disabilities Act.

• Administrative Law Judge Roy L. Roulhac reviews 1996 appellate decisions addressing
Michigan Employment Relations Commission actions.

• ICLE Education Director Karl Brevitz presents tips on preparation and delivery of a
successful CLE presentation.

• Information on upcoming events:the Twenty-Second Annual Labor and Employment Law
Seminar in Troy on April 10 and 11,the April 10 LELS reception in Troy, and MERC’s 1997
Michigan Public Sector Labor Law Conference in Grand Rapids on May 16.

• Labor and employment decisions from the U.S. Supreme Court, the Sixth Circuit, the
Michigan Supreme Court, the Michigan Court of Appeals,the NLRB, MERC,and more.

• Authors John G. Adam,John F. Birmingham,Jr., Karl F. Brevitz, E. Sharon Clark, John A.
Entenman,Ronald R. Helveston,Stuart M. Israel,Russell S. Linden,Michael P. Long, George
M. Mesrey, Daniel Misteravich,Adele Rapport, David A. Rhem,Roy L. Roulhac, William
C. Schaub, Jr., Douglas V. Wilcox, and more.

Labor and Employment Law Section
State Bar of Michigan
The Michael Franck Building
306 Townsend Street
Lansing, Michigan 48933


